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Dr; Nobel K. Peterson, know for his innovative and often 
humorous teachini methods, died _earJy yesterday morning. · 
As a token o f app~ecia-tfon and ,~ffection a few years ago, 
Peterson 's students p.res.ented him with the cape seen in this 
picture. (Media Services ·_photo) 
Stude"ntS :rriourl'l 
friend's death 
By Fran~ Moore 
. UNH student Glenn A. Ga,r- , 
field died Saturday at Brigham's 
· and Women's Hospital in Bos-
ton due to heart failure: H~ was 
21 yea1;s old. - ·,. · ·· 
Garf i~ld was a junior econom-
ics and psychology major at the 
Whittemore School of Business 
and Economics: He-also was a 
member of Sigma Alpha Epsil-
on Fraternity. ' • 
Garfield was a 1983 graduate 
of C:ranbrook Prep School in 
Bfoomf ield Hills, Mich. He was 
president of his senior class and 
excelled at both football and 
lacrosse. · · 
According to Mrs. Kathleen_ 
Garfield, her son's death was 
"trulY,--: devastating" to family 
and friends . · 
"He was a wonderful son, 
friend and person," Mrs: Gar-
Glenn Garfield 
field said. "He had a way to make 
people feel really good about 
themselves. He always aimed 
high and succeeded at whatever 
he did." 
'.'The house is taking it hard," 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon President . 
Eric Lyon said. "We knew that 
he was sick but his death came 
'as a tremendous shock to us." 
.According to a hosp-ital spo-
kesperson, Garfield developed 
idiopathic cardiomyopathy in 
January, an unknown infection 
that deteriorates the heart mus-
• de making it diff 1cult for the 
heart to pump blood. He went 
on the heart transplant list but 
"did not receive a heart on 
time." 
"He was a very dynamic, 
likeable person with _an incred-
ible ability to motivate others," 
Sydney Barnes, a close family 
friend, said. 
A wake was held Wednesday 
evening at the First Church of 
Nashua with over 500 people 
attending. · 
"People waited in a line 
outside in the cold that went 
· down the street to say goodbye 
to him," Mrs. Garfield said. "His 
friends put together a tape of · 
his favorite .songs that they 
played during the wake." · 
Rev.James S. Chaloner of-
ficiated the funeral service held 
Thursday at 11 a.m: a·t the First 
Church of Nashua. 
A small burial service will 
take place in April in Gilford, 
N.H. ·"That's where he would 
have liked t·o have been buried," 
his mother said. 
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Dr. Nobel Peterson dies 
Reme'mbered for dedication, thoughtfulness 
By Robert Bosworth manner," Hocker saict. of a °lecture. He was also known 
Dr. Nobel K. Peterson, 65, "It will be very. difficuJt to to have used three film projec-
an associate professor of soils replace him," he said. tors, music and t q.pe machines 
in the Forest Resource Depart- Dr. Donald Chapman, a re - during class. 
ment at UNH for 30 years, died tired professor of geology at "A few years ago, a couple of 
early~ yesterday morning at UNH, described Dr. l;>eterson his students bought him a cape, 
Massachusetts General Hospira'! as a "conscientious worker who an exptesssi,on of him being a 
in Boston after a brief illness.' was a stickler for detail and marvel to his students for his 
Dr. Peterson will be remem- accuracy." dedication to his profession," 
· bered for his conscientiousness "His students were very loyal Keesey said. 
and thoughtfulness to his stu- to him. He was an outstanding Maureen Pearson, 21, a junior 
.dents and colleagues and for his · man and he will be sorely hotel administration major, had 
dedication to his profession and missed. · both 501 and 502 and also -
the Durham community. "You 'Couldn't find a finer worked as Dr. Peterson's teach-
- He carried a four course load, · man than Dr. Peterson," Chap- ing assistant for several months. 
including two general education man said.1 Pearson said he was an extreme-
requirements: Soils and the Robert Keesey, assistant to ly devoted and unique teacher: 
Environment (501), and Soil President Haaland for adminis- · "He put :about 10 hours of 
Plant Relationships (502), both trative affairs, knew Dr. Peter- preparation into every class,» 
consisting of over 200 students. son in several capacities. He said · Pearson said. 
Professor Harold Hocker, he was a "dedicated professor Pearson recalled some of Dr. 
chairman of the UNH Forest who cared about not only his Peterson's teaching a1ds, indud·-
Resource Department, and a subject -and students but the ing his black cape and smoke 
long time associate of Dr. Pe- University and the community," entrance and reel to reel tape 
ferson, said he was a very Keesey said. · machine. · -_ 
popular professor. Keesey said Dr. Peterson She said he recei~ed ,· the 'taoe 
"He had the ability to present often used attention props as from his 501 ·stl.1:dents--·!one year. 
very dry, even dul'l material in teaching aids, including pyro- He then wqre it for the first 50-i · 
a v~ry in_teresting an? dfective _technic displays before the start _ PETERSON, page i} , , · 
-------------------.... -.:all 
These effigies _hung in front of Hamilton Smith_Hall during the morning of March 9. 
Effigy casts • · . op1n1ons 
· By Cindy Mathieson 
Few students saw -the two 
effigies hanging and one sitting 
on the-ledge in front of Hamil-
ton Smith on March 9. And not 
· many read the ban~er with. the 
m~ssage, "Beware Boys, Rape 
Will Not Be Tolerated," hang-
ing beside it. But most stud<:nts 
quickly formed their own opin-
ions about it. 
The group responsible were 
identifed, but asked to remain 
anonymous. 
One member said the effigies 
were "Hung up .due to the · · 
frustration that the crime (the 
alleged rape of a Stoke Hall 
woman on Feb. 20) was not 
recognized." · 
"Rape is . al~o very harsh and 
threatening," a group· member. 
The members said they coun-
tered a violent act with a violent 
image, in order ~o try to force 
the University to address an 
issue which they felt has been 
hushed up. . · _- · 
The group wrote "Stoke 4" 
across the dummies and painted 
the crotches red, symbolizing 
castration: 
Associate Dean of Student 
Affairs Dan Garvey learned of 
the effigies when a reporter 
. from WUNH called and asked 
for his opinion of it. Garvey said 
he.politely excused himself from 
his office and took the display 
down . It was expediently re-
moved within an hour and a half 
of its arrival. 
Garvey said he took down the 
display, "Because they were in 
poor taste and essentially unfair 
to both the alleged victim and 
possible rapists.!' 
EFFIGY, page 11 
Inside flREHOSE: They're no typo_·-see page 19. 
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Teaching gives .Graulichsense·of cr~ating change 
By Cara Connors 
lfther.e was ever anything 
Melody Graulich warited to do, 
· it was to teach. To teach Amer-
ican literature, specifically. 
If reincarnated, she would 
want to be a teacher of art 
history, or women's studies, 
perhaps. As long as the vital 
spark of exchanging ideas be-
tween teacher and pupil exists, 
thereby igniting a change in 
both, Melody Graulich will 
teach. 
In accepting the Women's 
Commission Award for Out-
s tan-di.ng Achiev·ement on 
March 4, Graulich called herself 
a "catalyst for change," a phrase 
taken from Senator Shirley 
Chisholm·, who was speaking . -
that night. Graulich used this 
phrase to describe the .driving . 
motivation behind why she 
teaches. 
"It's important t;_o·haye a job 
that gives me a sense of creating 
change in the world," she said 
in a recent interview. English professor Melody Graulich. (Peter Tamposi photo) 
Change has always been im-
portant in Graulich's world . individual attention and inno- was nine years ago. . 
Along the way, however, this vation, eventually ied Graulich Since then, she has developed 
philosophy was given its roots to Standford College and grad- certain ideas about her profes-
by her grandfather., uate school. sion, including both its down- -
"He paid a lot of attention. Graulich moved to Virginia falls and r.ewards. One aspect 
to me," says Graulich. because of a growing distate for that disturbs her is the way that 
An alcoholic, her grandfather ~ California's trendiness and a teaching can "isolate" an indi-
. stayed home a lot. Out of work, need to put some "distance vidual. 
he took his granddaughter on between her and her family_,, --- "It's an isolating profession," 
long natu~e walks, filled with · She attended graduate school she says. "Always being in 
tall tales of riding buffalos and there, whern he.r teachers told control of a class does damaging 
being a direct descendant of __ her it was "stupid" to leave the things to a person's character . . 
Jeranimo. east coast because of the better They feel t_hey have the right 
Graulich' s imaginatiqn was schooling opportunities. to make 15 minute speeches 
immedia~ely ,7aught . This, ,, • Gra~lich settled ~ow~ to _ ?uring staff meetings_. .. being coupled with a great grammar teach ip her husbands birth- _ ' in class for 40 years gives you 
scho@l" education focused on place/ New Hampshire. Tha~•-~· the· right t~_pontifica._te .. " . ___ '. .-. . _ 
NEWS IN BRIEF 
~ ~· •• :.:.a. · -
. Graulich says she tried to 
avoid this pitfall through' team-
teaching. This semester, she is 
teaching a Women's Studies 
course, "Women in the Arts " 
with several other professor~. 
By watching and learning from 
others, Graulich says, it "breaks 
the sense of doing a job. without 
having any controls." -
While maintaining this bal-
ance, Graulich can also keep a 
sense of perspective on her 
students. She derives her sense 
of worth through a certain 
amount of her students' pro-
gress. 
S<1ys Graulich, "Teaching 
makes me feel really good about 
my life .. .lt's~ great to see a 
student write something they're 
really proud of. (This) daf-to-
day pleasure makes you feel as 
if yoti're having an effect in this 
· world." 
Graulich points out the dif-
ference in American Literature, 
in particular. 
"It's impossible to read Amer-
ican Literature and not come 
away a little less rascist, for 
. e~ample," she says. "You've 
heard black voices and you've 
heard the pain that becomes a 
person." ' 
Graulich's interest in Amer-
ican Literature is derived direct-
ly from her grandfather's tall 
tales of ~truggling Americans. 
the interaction with her stu-
dents she discovers to be bene-
ficial. . 
"To get to know 40 or 50 
different people, at least, every 
few month's, gives me a sense 
. of human nature-what kinds of 
concerns people have. It's sim-
ilar to literature;you get to know 
a variety of. people, and get 
inside them," Graulich says. 
"They give me energy," she 
continues . "They force me to 
explain rriyself. They teach me 
W listen and talk." 
Graulich finds herself becom-
ing em,otionally attached to 
many qf her st-udents in the 
process of learning from them. 
· "It's hard," she says. ''It's one 
of the hardest things about 
teaching." , ~ . 
. She finds this especially dif-
ficult when students · come back 
ot t~y_ to stay in touch. 
"There are so many (stu-
dents)," she says. "You ca·n't 
keep rnom ih your life to keep 
up with them. This makes me 
feel bad and guilty about that." 
"His ·tall tales are associated 
with western writers," she says. 
"I think it's quite likely he had 
a native American for an ances- Yet, despite this regret, Grau-
tor. (He had) a feeling of affinity - lich pushes it aside and con~ 
of oppressed people ... a kind of tinues to teach and learn from 
, compassion for the underdog." those who give her rea~on to 
While Graulich finds reading be at UNH. 
~ rewarding experience, it is also ~ 
V i ct o ~ y for affirmative 
action 
Yo·uth· gets ·probation f~r-
- killing father 
' - .,. - - -·•·· .... _. 
Minimum wage may . increase 
. Th~ Supre~e Court We.dnesday upheld, for the · 
f1rst . time, affirmative action programs that allow A Hingham, Mass . youth who attracted wides-
. for preference toward women and minorities in pread sympathy an1 support after he was accused 
job hiring and promotions. . of the hatchet slaying ?f his father in 1984, was 
. This decision was a major victory for women · placed on 5-year probation aft~r he pleaded guilty 
· m t~e _workplace and a major defeat for the Reagan ----~- to manslaughter _on Wednesday .. 
admmistrat1on. Robert Ludwig Jr., 19, was given a suspended 
The Court, by a 6-3 margin, concluded that an senten~e for the Nov. 1984 slaying of his 56-year-
emp!~yer may adopt affirmative action plans that old fa tne_r, Robert. . . 
specif1eally take a person's gender, as well as other Ludwig Jr. was a v~ctim of years of abuse and 
qualificati~ns int? _account when making hir_ing parental negl~ct by his father, wh°. had a history 
and promot10n decisions. of prohl~ms with alcohol. 
~ The ruling marked the first tim~the Court Ludwig Jr. '. s attorney said "to incarcerate this 
approved affirmative action programs for• women. young man would ~ave fur~her exacerbated an evil 
Th_is decision _was a victory for Di.1ne Joyce in peq~etrated 1!-Pon him for his entire life at the hands 
her fight to regam her 1979 promotion to the job of his father. 
_of .road dispatcher with the Santa 'Clara, Ca. 
Transpottation Agency. Paul Johnson, a fellow 
employe~, contested the decision to promote Joyce, 
contending that he had scored slightly better on 
the prom_otion exam and had more experience with 
the department. · · 
The county's employment board eventually · 
recommended him for the position, but Joyce 
appealed and was eventually given the promotion 
under the agency's affirmative action plan. · 
Wom_en· freed from · 
dungeon· 
Police found three ~omen held cap tive in ~hains 
early Wednesday when they entered a homemade 
dungeon in a house in north Philadelphia. - -
Two ot~er womenthought to have been impri-
soned ~arher may have died, according to police. 
During a search of the home, police uncovered . 
human body parts in the kitchen some charred 
in th~ oven, others in a pot ·on th~ stove, and an 
~rrr.i m the refrigerator. The assortment of parts 
mdKated the death of at least two persons. 
The owner of the house, Michael Heidnick, 43, 
was arrested an-d charged with four counts of rape 
and four counts of kidnapping. 
. Congressional Democrats yesterday proposed 
to raise the minimum wage to $4.65 over the next 
three years. However, the Reagan administration 
has vowed to fight the increase. · · . 
Democrats, led py Se. Edward Kenn_edy, chairmin 
of the Senate Labor and Human Resources Com--
mittee, introduced Legislation to raise the minimum 
wage for some 6. 7 million workers for the first · 
time in six years. " 
Under the bill, the minimum wage would remain 
$_3.35 an hour un~il DeC.31, jump 50¢ during 1988, 
nse another 40¢ m 1989 and become $4:65 on Jan. 
1, 1990. . -
US accuses soviets 
The United States accused the Soviet Union Wed. 
of reneging on_ a commitment to include shorter-
range weapons constraints in a proposed medium-
range nuclear missile agr eement. - · · 
Hints of a shift in Moscow's position came iri -
a speech on Feb. 28 by Soviet leader Mikhail S. 
Gorbachev, and hav~ been reinforced by Soviet 
statements and behavior at: the Geneva arms talks 
said State Department spokesman Charles Redman'. 
"W~at's happening now is th;t they appear to 
be saymg that all of these questions of constraints 
have t be put off until a subsequent negotiation," 
Redman told reporters .. "This is a step backward 
from a long standing position that the Soviets had 
agreed to since 1981 and it is a step backwards from 
what Mr. Gorbachev himself agreed to" at last 
Octo_ber's meeting with last October's meeting with 
President Reagan in Reykjavik, Iceland. 
US allies have voiced concern that red10val of 
the medi~m-ra~g~ forces froll!- Europe, US Pershing-
2 and crmse missiles and Soviet SS-20's would leave 
them vulq.erable to a Soviet advantage in shorter-
range systems. 
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New evaluation 
system p~oposed 
By Deborah Robinson 
If all goes according to plan, 
the University of New Hamp-
shire will be going through 
some major changes, the results 
of which would effect students, 
faculty, arid the administration. 
At Monday's Academic Se- · 
UNH. 
Fisk currently heads the ad-
ministration of research, finan- • 
· cial affairs and, along with -
Stephanie Thomas, administra-
tive services. Next month Fisk 
is moving to Washington, D.C. 
to begin· working with the 
National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration . 
Haaland told the senate Mon-
day the reorganization .will 
involve dividing the adminis-
tration of research and financial 
affairs. "Given the growth of 
the university, it's very likely 
we'll not continue to have a vice 
president in charge of research 
and financial affairs, but rather 
IT COULDN'T LAST -- Students who basked in the spring-like temperatures earlier this 
. week were sem scurrying for cover as rainy weather hit yesterday. (Craig Parker photo) 
. nate meeting, the Academic 
Standards · Committee proposed 
a new policy that would begin 
a university-wide system of 
teacher evaluation. The new 
policy would help promote 
better student and peer evalua-
tion, enable instructors to issue 
their own evaluations, and 
establish a program for instruc-
tional development. 
According to the report, 
"there is a pressing need to link 
separate' the,m." . 
While these two topics dom-
inated the discussion, Halaand 
. also spoke about the funding 
for the Field House and univer-
sity funding in general. 
Selection. of Bush opposed 
.. the evaluation of teaching ef-
fectiveness with a mechanism 
for the maintenance and im-
provement of teaching at UNH. 
Toward this end, a Program for 
Instructional Development will 
be established: 
Halaand said funding for th~ 
Field House is included in the 
house bill currently under dis-
cussion by the state legislature. 
Halaand also said he was able 
to increase the request for 
operating expenses for the 
University from $96 million to 
By Elizabeth Cote 
Dissatisfied students staged 
a rally yesterday in front of 
Thompson Hall to voice their 
opposition to Vice President 
George Bush as this year's 
commencement speaker. _ 
Members of the Student Action 
. Committee said it was wrong 
for Bush to be allowed to use 
UNH commencement as a fo-
rum to get vote's. 
. Senior Becky Riecks said the '•'. 
class of 1987 is being used as 
a pawn in a politiqJ issue. 
"A university is supposed to 
qeate an atmosphere of objec-
tivity. I oppose a political speak-
er (at commencement). It's not 
the time or place," Riecks said. 
"I dori't feel ( the administra-
tion) cares about us as a graduat-
ing class." · · 
Senior Carol·Renselaer raised 
another opposition to Bush as 
commenc~ment speaker. Ren-
selaer cited Bush's association 
with the Reagan admini~tration, 
which has been notorious for 
educational budget cuts. 
"In the past seven years 
budget cuts in education, loans 
and scholarships has been enor-
mous compared to the build up 
in the military, therefore (Bush) 
who was vice-president at the · 
time of the budget cuts, coming 
to speak at an educational. •· 
institution is hypercritical," 
Rensela'er said. ' 'How can he 
speak about education when he's 
restricting the amount of people 
who can be educated?-" 
Both Riecks and Renselaer 
believe the selection of Bush as 
commencement spe·aker was 
politically motivated. 
"(Govenor John) Sununu was 
instrumental in getting Bush 
as comniencement speaker. It's 
Hood House offers 
free AIDS testing 
By Kristy Markey 
In keeping with national 
concerns, Hood House has beg-
un administering free Acquired 
Immune Deficiency Syndrome 
(AIDS) testing. 
AIDS is an active UNH · issue 
despite New Hampshire having 
a relatively low number of AIDS 
cases compared to th~ national 
average. Due to a confidentiality 
policy, Health Educator Eliza-
beth MacDonald was unable to 
say whether anyone has tested 
positive for AIDS at UNH. 
MacDonald projects between 
2,000 and 3,000 people iri N:ew 
Hampshire are unknowingly 
infected with the virus. This 
figure does no~ include the 36 
known cases in New Hampshire 
as reported by Foster 's Daily 
Democrat three weeks ago. 
Sixteen of those people have 
died from AIDS. 
Hood House is encouraging 
blood· tests for students who 
think they may have AIDS. 
In Boston the waiting list to 
get an AIDS test is three 
rrionths. It then takes 2 to 3 
weeks· for a laboratory to proces 
the results. 
At Hood House, a person can .. 
get an appointment with Mac-
Donald · almost immediately 
since so few people have 're-
quested the test. Due to the 
confidentiality policy, MacDo-
nald is unable to reveal the 
number of people tested. The 
New Hampshire Bureau of . 
Disease Control takes the issue 
of confidentiality very seriously, 
and has told MacDonald, one 
of the few people in the Seacoast 
area trained' as an AIDS educa-
tor, not to reveal the informa- . 
tlOn. 
"That's the group we're most 
concerned with, on a university 
level," said MacDonald. The 
number may be low_, but statis-
tically, it is likely that some 
students are infected. As the 
virus progresses, it is revealed 
. in weight loss, swollen glands, 
fatigue and other flu-like symp-
toms, followed by severe pneu-
monia and death. 
Some people may carry AIDS 
for several years before the 
symptoms show. Although Mac-
Donald could not confirm wheth-
er anyone has tested positive, 
s.he did say of those tested, no 
one at UNH has the symptoms 
AIDS, page 23 
known that Sununu has publi-
cally endorsed Bush for the 
presidential nomination," 
Riecks said. 
Robert Keesey, secretary of 
the Commencement Commit-
tee. and assi~tant to President 
BUSl:I, page 20 
As for administration 
changes, the departure of Vice 
President Lennard Fisk next 
month initiated President Gor-
don Haaland to announce to the 
senate plans to reorgaqize the 
. top administrative positions at 
~~------~!!!Ill"-~ 
. $102 million. 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon and other members of the Greek community will be the subject of 
investigation by the newly created Greek System Review Committee. (Peter Tamposi photo) 
Group reviews Greek system 
By Elizabeth Cote 
The relationship between the · 
University of New Hampshire 
Greek syst_em and the U niver-
sity as a whole will be the subject 
of investigation by the newly 
created Greek System Review 
Committee. Dean of Students 
]. Gregg Sanborn called together 
the 11 member committee to 
write a formal statement des-
cribing their findings by the end 
of this semester. 
"There is a need to clarify the 
relationship that exists between 
the Greek system and the Uni-
versity," Sanborn ~aid. 1 '.Recent-
ly in the course of this year, 
situations have arisenthat have 
prompted me to think the time 
is right to do that." 
S~nborn said it is important 
to strengthen the relationship 
between the Greek system and 
the University, and to work in 
concert with one another rather 
than in opposition. 
"The committee will look at 
the peiception of the Greek 
system by those not involved 
(in the Greek ·system) and vice . 
versa," he said. 
The 11 member committee 
is made up of a cross-section of 
- the University community. Re-
presented are . faculty, Greek 
students, non-Greek students, 
the· UNH chaplain, and frater-
nities and sorority advisors. 
Greek System Review Com-
mittee Chairperson, Karen John-
son, ~aid the committee is an 
objective grnup r,epresentative 
of the larger community. 
"The committee is charged 
with looking into how best the 
· Greek system as a unit and the 
University as a whole, can get 
along," Johnson said. 
Johnson said the committee 
is still just "getting its feet on 
the ground" and has nQt pre-
determined what It wants to do. 
The committee · effectively 
wants to gain an understanding 
of the Greek system and its 
operations, Johnson said. 
The relationship 'statement 
to be prepared by the Greek 
System Review Committee 
should be completed by April 
30, according to Sanborn. As-
-· GREEK, page 20 
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ION TIIE SPOT 
· .. HOod House has begun offering free ·testing of 
.AIDS for students. How do you feel the offer will 
be taken by students? 
''I don't think anyone will . 
go. If they want to · go, 
that's fine. J. think most 
people feel have nothing to · 
-worry about. But if they _ 
do have it, they should -
know about it." , 
Kfis Canepa 
J ·Freshman , English _ 
,c ,e 
nit's a good idea. If you 
have AIDS, you shouldn't, 
be messing around. Even 
if you're not gay, you- 'can 
still have it, and it's good 




, Civil Engineering 
,. ,c ,, 
< 
,e 
"It's a good idea~ It would 
have to be really discrete 
because it's not something 





,e ,c ,. 
"I think it's good they test 
· · for A_IDS because it's a 
dangerous disease and 
people ought to know, but 






. Business ,_Administration 
BENJAMIN . SPOCK. 
The World 
·Famous Doc Comes· 
To ·Talk 
Speaking on The Threat 0/Nu- · 
clear War, the educator of our 
• . • . . j 
parents 1s coming . to our camp~s 
to educate us. -
w ., 
Tuesday, March 31 
Granite State Room 
at 7:30 p.m. 
Free to Students 
$2.00 Non-Students 
Funded by PFO 
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Parking fine debtors beware 
By Debbie Crocco 
If you are thinking about 
ignoring that parking ti<;ket you 
got last week, think again. Public 
Safety has a_ new collecting 
system that keeps track of your 
debts. 
With the use of a new com-
puter sysiem, Public Safety can 
col-lect fines rather than using 
the current collection agency 
in Newburyport, Massachusetts. 
Some of the problems the 
new system will solve include · 
delayed fining.Julie, a commuter 
from Newmarket, experienced 
this last month when her par-
ents were notified that she owed 
$415 in delinquent parking 
fines. She asked her last name 
to be withheld. 
"They sent me no warning 
letters ahead of time to tell me 
of the bills," she said. 
Stephanie Thomas, registrar 
and executive director of admi-
nistrative services said the new 
system, unlike the old system 
in-Newburyport, will be more 
accurate in delivering notices 
of delinquency. 
"The longer they wait ro send 
them out the longer we have to 
wait for a payment," Thomas 
said. · · 
Over the -past several years 
approximately 450,000 dollars 
in fines has accumulated. 
"Hopefully, we can regain 
some of that money and make · 
the collecting process quicker," 
Thomas said. · 
When a ticket. is issued, .the 
owner has 14 days to p_ay. If they 
fail. to pay then another $5 is 
added to the fine. If the fine still 
isn't paid, the owner is supposed ' · 
to go to court. The new collect-
ing system will send out fines 
quicker and demand payment 
promptly. 
. ''.Rig}:1t now the whole park-
ing and ticketing situat:on is 
a mess," said one con;iniuter. 
"It's easier to take the Kari-
van." 
Julie, who drove because of 
the odd hours of the Kari-Van, 
hopes the new system will 
prevent other students from 
getting stuck i.n· the same po-
sition. 
Public Safety will soon be tracking students with parking tickets more effectively, due to 




· · Calvin~ Great Replicas 
of the most romantic designer perfumes 
The original designer perfume~ cost 
as much as S50 1/. oz. or $200 for all 4 
ACTNow· 
and get a ll 4 full size ¼ oz. versions 
~;c':ii~~o;~e~:~YJ~~~d 
Perfumes at a price you can or vour 
afford: But you must enter . mo~ev hack. 
· with care! Their exciting, · 
romantic scent may prove overwhelming to a man. Calvin is not responsihk for the effect 
these Designer Perfume replicas may have on your man. . . 
I j ;1a f.j Q ;11¢(ti j MHI :rn¢u£1 
Order hy March JI. 198-, an'-1 Calv in will also send you !-'REF sampk replicas of · 
CHANEL No. 5, JQY, <;HLOE, SHALIMAR. 
Calvin's Famous Perfumes Co. · 
1671 East 16th Street, Suite #656 ■ ■ ■ · ■ -
Brooklyn, N. Y. 11229 · --
□ YES i want to enter the romaritic world of designer perfumes. PleL'ie send me __ se t(s) 
of Calvin 's Designer Perfume Replicas. r understand ead1 set contai_ns a full-size '/• oz. ,-ers jon I 
of Giorgio: Poison: Opium: and Obsession'. If I am not totally satisfied, I can return the 
unused perfumes for a full refund. 
□ YES i )~ave mailed my_ order before March :H. 198-. PleL'ie se:1i.J me my FREE Springtime I 
Bonus Sampler G.02 fl.oz.) ,·ersions of Ch;uiel :-Jo. :;: Joy." Chloe: and Shalimar.· 
□ YES I -am enclosing SI -i.9'; plus S:1.0'5 for postage & handling. r\ total of S18 per set. ( :'\:. Y 
residents please add sales tax ) 
■. 090: . _ :\IAME: __________ ____ ADDR E~S:_____________ _ 
- CITY· STATE: ______ ZIP:_____ __ ~ 
1.:::·:• r·;• ::·:::• .:.::: .• :i.;.:• · ... ... . .... ·■· ·■ ·■ ■ a 
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CALENDAR 
SATORDAY, MARCH 28 
LACROSSE-at Towson State. 
LUMBERJACK COMPETITION-College teams from Maine, . 
N .H., Vt., NY, New Brunswick, Quebec, and Ontario, 
competing in crosscut saw, bucksaw, chopping,. log rolling, 
ax tfirowing. Plus a professional lumberjac.K team competing · 
as a demonstration. Boulder Field, Putnam Pavilion, 8 a.m . · 
ro 5:30 p.m. Free admission. · 
REGGAE DANCE PARTY-MUSO presents three bands: 
Island Side, Bin Skala Bim and One People_ MUB Pub, 8 p.m., 
students $5, general $7: 
ALMOST APRIL FOOL'S DAY DAWN DANCE-Contra-
dance to dawn, a New England tradition. Music and calling 
by Swal Towtail, Lamprey River Band, Mostly Maine Country 
Dance Orchestra and others. All welcome, dances taug-ht. 
Dancers need to wear soft-soled shoes. New Hampshire Hall, 
8:30 p.m. to 6:30 a.µi., admission $8. 
MUSO FILM-"Pee Wee's Big Adventure." MUB Pub, 10 
p.m. and midnight, students $2, general $3. 
SUNDAY, MARCH 29 
BASEBALL-at Yale Univ. 
MUSO FILM-"To Catch a Thief." Strafford Room, MUB 
7 and 9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2. · . 
MONDAY, MARCH 30 
RELIGIOUS STUDIES PROGRAM LECTURE-"The Anach-
ronism of A/theology," presentedd by Dr. Mark Taylor, Prof. 
of Rel_igi<?n at Willia11:1s College. Lecture ~xplores decon-
struct10nist theology rn contemporary relig10us thought. 
Room 1103, Parsons, 7 p.m. 
TUESDAY, MARCH 31 
WOMEN'S STUDIES SEMINAR SERIES-"Some Thoughts 
on Feminist Method." Lin~a Stone, Dept. of Educat10n. 
Carroll/Belknap Room, MUB, 12:30-2 p.m. 
FRENCH/ITALIAN FILM-"The Roof." Room 303, James, 
3:30 p.m. -
MICROBIOLOGY SEMINAR- "Large-scale Production of 
Therapeutic Monclonnal Antibodies." Dr. Kevin J. Gilbridge, 
Manager of Produ<::t Development, Damon Biotech. Room 
17, Spaulding Life Science Building, 4: 10 p.m. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER-UNH Dance Theater Company. 
Johnson Theater, Pa~l Arts, 8 p.m. · _ . 
CALENDAR INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO 
THE OFFICE_ OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. 
(Observe deadlines on proper forms) 
The New H~mpsh1re (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi- · · 
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business 
Office hours: Monday - F'riday IO am - 2 pm. Academic year subscription: 
<2 4. no. Third dass postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should 
· check their ads the fiist day. The New Hampshire will in no case be 
·responsible for typograph•-::al or other errors, but will reprint that part 
of an advertisement in which-a typographical error appears, if notified 
· immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes w The New Hampshire, 
151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printed per issue 
by Jo~rn"I Tribune Biddeford, Maine. -
TAC'IORA 
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE 
(W/iere Heart & .Hand 
Work 'Ibgetlier 
1b Relax. Muscle & Mini£/' 
For a.n appointment ca(( 
Russ AfiAron:ian, .. TA. MS.T 
207-439-0813 
9 Brid9e St., Kittery, ME 
Su- er at 
Brandeis University 
Session I - J u n e 8 to July 10 
Session II - July 13 to Augu st 14 
Libe ral Arts 
Premedical Sciences 
Computer Science 
T heatre Arts 
Near Eastern and 
Jud a ic Studies 
Foreign Languages 
· C ostume Field Research 
in England 
An; haeological F ield 
Research in Israel 
Vh:torian Literary To1,1r 
of England 
Information, catalog and application 
Brandeis University,_ Summer School 
Waltham, MA 02254 
617 -736-3424 
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OTICES 
ACADEMIC 
NEW REFERENCE BOOKS AT DIMOND LI-
BRARY: The following books .have been added: 
Dicti0riary of Anthropology; Dictionary of Britain; 
Encyclopedia of Religion; Encyclopedia of Social 
Work; Great Foreign Language Writers; Contem-
porary _Foreign Language Writers. 
UNH LONDON PROGRAM: Application packets 
now available from Carol Demeritt in Hamilton 
Smith,.Room 52. 
LONDON PROGRAM RECEPTION : Students 
' interested in UNH's London Program are invited 
to a reception. Slide show and talk by Dean Barbara 
Strickler, Dean of Students at Regent's College-, 
, Londoµ. Tuesday, March 31, University Art Gallery, 
Paul .Arts, 7-9 p.m. 
ATHLETICS AND RECREATION 
SHOTOKAN KARATE CLUB TRAININGS: 
Training, beginner,s to advanced. Mon., Wed., 
ThNrs~, 6-7:30 p .m.; Fri., 4-5:30 p.m.; Sat., 10-11 
· a.m., New Hampshire Hall stage. 
INTRAMURAL HALL HOCKEY OFFICIALS 
NEEDED: Anyone interested in officiating/ timi-
ng/ scoring for intramural men's and women's hall 
hockey,,contact Michele Arbour, Dept. of Rec Sports, 
at 862:2038. Begins March 30. · 
26TH ANNUAL EAST COAST SHOTOKAN 
KARATE CHAMPIONSHIP TOURNAMENT: 
Sponsored by UNH ·Shotokan Karate··-club. 
Competitors ·from all over the East Coast region 
will be entering. Various self-defense and martial 
arts demonstrations. Sunday, .Ap~il 5, Lundholm 
Gym, Field Hot1se, 11 a.m., bleachers $2, priority 
seating $5. _ . 
CAREER 
CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOPS: Sponsored 
by Career Pl anning & Placement. Small group 
workshops designed to help you determine your 
career goals. Sign-up basis only. Thursday, April 
2 and _Monday, April 6, Room 203, Ht:tddleston, 
4:30-6:.30 p.m. Sign-up in Room 203, Huddleston. 
JUN16R.,ORIENTA Tio~rSESSIOJN": Spoqsoted . 
by Career Planning & Placement. Mandatory for 
students who wish to use the services of the off ice 
next year. (On-campus interviewing & establishing 
credentials file). Graduate school preparations 
and field experience/ internships will also be 
discussed. Monday, April 6, 4-4:45 p.m. and Tuesday, 
.April J4, 7-7:45 p.m., Granite State Room, MUB. 
COMPUTER SERVICES 
Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed 
below. Registration is required. Use Computer 
Services Training Menu for online regis_tration 
·or call 3667 or stop by Room 2E, Stoke Hall Cluster. 
All courses are held in the Stoke Cluster classroom 
unless otherwise specified. . . 
INTRODUCTION TO VAX-VMS MAIL: This 
intro to the VAX-VMS Mail Utility discusses the 
basics of using the VMS electronic mail facility. 
Topics include sending, replying .to and printing 
mail messages. Pre-requisite: VAX-VMS. Wed-
. nesday, April 1, 9 a.m. to noon: 
HARD DISK MANAGEMENT: Course teaches 
basics of DOS tree-structured directories and how 
to use them as an aid to tht organization of da~a 
and programs for a hard disk system. This course 
assumes a prior knowledge of MS~DOS. Thursday, 
April 2, 1-4 p.m. · · 
GENERAL 
NEED SOMEONE TO SUBLET YOUR APART-
MENT?: Find out what your responsibilities are 
as a sublessor-how to protect yourself. Atty. Craig 
Evans, Student Legal Services and Maggie Morrison, 
Commuter/ Transfer Center will discuss these topics 
and more. Thursday, March 26, Hillsborough Room, 
MUB, 1-2 p.m. and Tuesday, March 31, Belknap 
Room, MUB, 7-9 p.m. 
NOTICE INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMIT-
. TED TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIV-
MISSED THE GAME? 
find out who won in 
The ·New Ha1npshire 
MEMORIAL UNION PRIORITY SCHEDULING 
DEADLINE: The deadline _£or scheduling even-ts 
in th_e MUB for 19-87-88 i-s Friday, April 3. Any 
requests received after the deadline will be honored 
on a first -come, first~served basis. Please submit 
requests in writing. Contact rhe __ Scheduling Office, 
Room 322, MUB, 862-1526. . 
SANDWICH LUNCHES: Attention non -
traditional students!! Come to the Non-Traditional 
Student Center and make . your · own sandwich (·for 
a reasonable pr~ce per ouAce) on Tuesdays during 
March from 11:30 a.m. to ,1:30 p:m. Information: 
862-3647. 
PIZZA LUNCHES : Join ot,her .n'on-traditional . 
students for pizza on Fridays at the Non-Traditional . 
Student Center, $1 per slice, noon-1 p.m: 
BOATING COURSE: The Coast Guard Auxiliary 
will be presenting a six session ''.Boadng Skills 
and Seamanship" course at UNH on Wednesday 
evenings, beginning April 1st. Contact Ken Toppin 
atJackso~_Lab, 862:-2175 f()r-registration and details. 
EFFICIENT READING WORKSHOP: Sponsored -, 
by Non-Traditional Student Center, presented by 
T ASk. Workshop will introduce strategies that 
will help you get the inost out of the time you spend 
reading: Monday, March 30, Underwood House, 
3"-4 p.m. Information: 862-3647. 
DAY OF NO BUSINESS As USUAL: Sponsored 
by Coalition for Disarmamenr and Peace. A day 
of student awareness focused on p reparation for 
World War III. Teach-ins, debates, speak-outs . · 
Wednesday, April 1, _all over campus. 
PEACE RALLY: Sponsored by Coalition for 
Dis.armament and Peace. One highlight Qf "UNH 
Day of No Business.as Usual." This will be a prelude 
to the Hawk vs. Dove debate at 1 p.m. '!Soap-box" 
speeches will be featured. Wednesday, April 1, 
Fla'gpole, T-Hall. 12:30 p.m. _ . 
ART EXHIBIT: Exhibition ot textiles and jewelry 
of Winifred Shaw. Galleries, Paul Arts. Through 
April 29. Hours: M-W, 10 a .. m. ro ·4 p.m., Th 1-0 
a.m. to 8 p.m., Sat& Sun 1 to 5 p.m. (Closed Fridays). 
'1EAL Tl~ _ _ ~ , · _ . . ,. 
' '·: ,_. ',. ..· . 1' 1~-- '', : ·. ' ' . _,·, . . 1. _-· 
SAFE RIDES: A ·service providing students safe · 
transportation home for drivers under the influence 
~of alcohol and/ or other drugs and/ or those riding 
with them. Every Thursday, Friday and Saturday, 
10 p.m. to 2 a.m., call 862-1414. 
AL-ANON MEETING: Sponsored by Health 
Education Center. Individuals affected by another's 
use of alcohol or other drugs are welcome. Mondays, 
Wolff House, noon-1 p.m. 
NARCOTIC ANONYMOUS MEETING: Spnsored 
by Health Education Center. Individuals concerned 
about their drug use are welcome. Tuesdays, Wolff 
House, 6-7 p.m. 
' / 
DON'T LET STRESS GET THE BEST OF YOU: 
Sponsored by Health Education Center. Overview 
and discussion of stress/ stressors and their effects 
on mental/physical health along with various coping 
skills, strategies and time management. Tuesday, 
March 31, Main Lourige, Undergraduate Student · 
Apartments, 7 p .m. and Thursday, April 2, Non-
Traditional Student Center, 3:30-5 p.m. 
MEETINGS 
UNH DEBATE SOCIETY MEETING: Learn to 
speak 'effectively and informatively through 
speeches and debates. Mondays, Horton SSC, Room 
310, 8:15 p .m. 
.CAMPUS GAY AND LESBIAN ALLIANCE: To 
discuss new directions for the Alliance, take care 
of bllsihess, and to provide a social forum. Sunday, 
March 29, Room 201, Horton, 6 p.m. 
ULTIMATE FRISBEE ORGANIZATION MEET-
ING: New members. welcome. Discuss spring 
schedule. Monday, March 30, Belknap Room, MUB, 
6p.m. 
ITIES, ROOM 322 , MUB . (O bserve deadlines 
on proper torms) 
li••···················································,··• j AJJ p eople may have op)nions, i 
.. 
:i=:· but only tbe op_1_·_n_ ions in ::·I 
the Forum are_noticed . 
~-···••.•·········· .. ··············· .. ·······~·········••11'1 
Write news forTIIENBWHAMPSIIIREand have your 
. ·- · .• • I 
name .in print 
Adults increase in 
DCE program 
By Stephanie Scanlon returning to the University are 
Today many adults are return- women, but there are a lot of . 
, ing to college because they are men. 
at a time in their lives to take "A lot of these people start 
.advantage of education. The out to stimulate their lives and 
U niyersity offers over 500 keep their mind a<::-tive, but many 
courses for credit towards a of them see the value of a college 
degr~e or just for th<; ·sake of educat_ion and -rhey work to -
learning. · wards their degree," said Healy. 
Ann H _ealy, a pa,rt:ctime as- Aside from the college degree 
sistant to the director at Un- program, the University offers 
de r wood House No n - a variety 6-f other · programs, 
Traditional Student Center, is such as company training pro-
an .example of a person return- gtarris. Many large companies 
irig to school after working and send employees to the U niver-
r~ising a family. Healy, a health sity to · refresh or advance them 
admi!listration major, said she in their · field of- work. Many 
suffered .burn-out from her times the University will set up 
previous career as a dental programs to train employees 
_hygenist. · on their job site. In this case, 
"I needeq to work when my · a company will request the 
children grew up, but I w·anted University to set up a .. training 
a better job," Healy said. · program, -such as a computer ' 
Healy, who will graduate in or manager training course. 
May, is searching for a hospital Aside from typical classroom 
adminis~rator posifion. Even- set up, the University offer~ an 
tually she plans to continue her international education pro-
education. For now she wants gram for ·adults over 50 years 
tb find a job in her field of study. old. The program was founded · 
Although Healy values her in 1979 by Edward Durnall, the 
education, she also realizes she · director of the Division of 
has a lot more to learn. Continuing Education. 
Healy, a B average student, According to Linda Conti, the 
struggles to get good grades. She assistant director of the Division 
said it is because she has been of Marketing and Promotions, 
out of school for so long. the program was designed so 
It is easi.er for younger stu- older people can become more 
dents to find study partners culturally aware and take a look 
since they are more socially at foreign countries under a 
involved, said Healy. Older different light. Many people 
students have other obl.igations who have gone on these trips 
such as a family or a job making have -beeh impre-ssed wi_th · rhe 
it more aifficult to · find time to program.arid gd on two dr riiore 
study with others. each year. 
Healy says her family is The trips last two weeks and 
supportive, but it can be difficult include 20 to 40 participants 
juggling a fami_ly and an edu- from all over the country. Now 
cation, especially when they still there are 21 programs in · 15 
expect dinner to·be on the table. different countries to choose .. 
At UNH, over 5,000 students Admissions is based on a first 
. are enrolled in continuing ed- come, first serve basis . and the 
ucation c:9urses ranging from onlyteqµirement is the students 
swimming lessons to business ·have. good health .. 
courses. Nationwide, more than , . Since UNH is generally 
14 percent of adulfs are involved · known as a typic;a1. undergrad-
in part-time education. uate campus, many people seem . 
In 1the past ten years, further · to overlook _the possibilities for 
education has become more of ol~~E-~~~~~_nts to study. The 
a tre_q_q. Most of the students _ DCE, page 8 · 
~ord Ass001&t1on 
. (603) 669~6447 
. Word Processing • fyp1ng '• T.ran~r1pt1Qn 
Durham , New Hampshire \ · 
SUHfvtE·R Jogs/!!! '. 
Upward Bound 
' Tu t o r ~ Counselors' 
*Work with. high s'<~hool students; 
*Residential UNH program; 
* June· 12 to August 14; 
-*Work-study preferred; 
* More Information & Applica-
tions 
Robinson House, 862-1562·; 
* Applications due April 3rd · 
. . 
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r----•• ••••·••••,••·••••••••••.•••----i Far East lecture • • · ·.· · • 1 I : · New Friends ·. : I 
. features . profs I • • Creative Work . • I 
economicpolicieSwillaffectthe ! : ·Something for your Portfoli0 : I By Edward L. McKey 
During the next.three weeks, 
- UNH and its surrounding com-
munity will be offered -the 
opportunity t.o take the word 
'far' out of the phrase 'the Far 
East'. 
On Wednes-day, April 1, 8, 
and 15, the 1987 Spring Faculty 
Lecture series, sponsored by the 
Office of the President, entitled 
The Far East: Our Near Neigh-
bor will be , held- at 8:00 p.m.in 
the Elliott Alumni Ce.nter on 
St.rafford Ave. In this series five 
UNH professors will give four 
presentations, each dealing with 
different countries · and select.ed 
attributes 'which make the GOun-
tries differ from the U.S. 
On Match 25, Associate Pro:-
fessor of History Shigehisa 
Ku.riyama gave the first lecture 
in the series, entitled "Romantic 
Lov.e and the History of Japa-
nese Literature.': 
· "When we think of love," 
Kuriyama said, "we conceive 
of 'true love', which is a concept 
which never took root in the 
Japanese tradition_;, In his lec-
mr.e he discussed love ,in J a p ._ 
anese classical literatur e and 
what it reveals about th,e Jap-
anese cultural tradition. 
A joint lecture eqtitled "A 
Changing China: Balancing 
Economic Freedom and ·Political 
Control'.'. will be given on Wed-
. n.esday, April 1, by Professor 
of Qperat.ional Management 
L.inda Sprague and Assoc. Pro-
,fe,ssor of .tf jstory Allen Linden. 
•/ { he lecnire will discuss. ~ow .ne.w 
Chinese Communist Party's I • · M • I 
ideology, education, and culture. • oney . • I I • . 1· On Wednesday, April 8, Pro- I • 
fessor of Political Science Ber- I •• th1"s ·semester. -< • II 
nard Gordon will present a 
lecture on "The New Asia: I • • I 
Challenges and Opportunities I • s · · d .. · t• b • . • I 
for America," in which he will I . D1 en some 1me. e1ng . • I 
discuss the effects on the U.S. I • . ·1 
of Asia's political and econom- I · • .. d · • d • I 
~:r!oen~ergence to w·or1d recog- I e (5 [j'(3C) t) 0 \9(3 an . get pa I e I 
"Cory Aquino and 'People I • • · II 
Power': the Promise and the I ·• d • • 
Realities" will be the fourth and I • Q} n. 9- • 
final lecture, given by Associate I • 
Professor· 9f English Patrocinio I' •• . • 
Schweikart · ori Wednesday, I · 
April 15.Schweikartwilldiscuss I ' . • . The New Hampshire is 16-oking • 
~~~tehiti~:e ;!:i:i~:~c;i~:d · I ••. . . for enthusiastic people to work : 
the .'People Power' revolution. , 
"It's a chance for the Univer- I • on the advertisments. • 
sity to present the faculty to the I • . • 
public,'' said Elaiqe Isherwood, I • No experience_ necessary.. • 
coordinator of the series. In I • 
their lectures, the speake~s are .•• . • Do yourself a ·f avor,-.and._ , . , 
given a-chance to share their • 
knowledge with a larger forum I •. ·_ c·'-o~ me . to • 
than just their classes. I • • • 
The theme of "The Far East" I · 
was suggested by Isherwood, 1 e T~e New Hampshire · 9 . ·1 
who originally thought of doing I • • I 
a lecture series on Japan alone, 1 R · · 1s 1· 1 t d e 1 then realized the possibilities I • ~~·- oom . oc.a e on ..__,,.,,.~ . I 
of extending the-scope to include I • th d fl . • I 
. the whole of East Asia. I • . e groun . oor • . I . 
ab~~\\\~:ifs
0
~~a~~:n;::11° !~?c~ I • . the Mu B' and, fi 11 0 u t • I 
are important to us-as the Far I • . · . d , · ··· ~ : I 
. ~ifttu~af1;~
0
~tt~e~~~.~~c:~t; .1 . · •• · ·. an application to . ay. . . .. ·t • I 
ctcTDRES. page 20) ' .· .... · -L----•••• ••••• ·•· ••••• • •••••••• .... ,, I . ... 
Studerit Admissions · 
Representatives 
. . •• ,i!J_ . 
·· ~ •.· 
~'ii . . ' 
. _ tP Seeks 
· · ~ · an Assistant 
Applications .are available frolll 
Monday, March 23 through 
F~iday,AJ)ril Io in th~ Acl~issio_ns 
Office, Grant House (yellow house 
directly across ·tfie ·Street ff om 
Sawyer Hall.) 
Application··deadline. is Friday, 
~p.ril .10 ~f ~:30 p.~. 
Information se·ssions for 
pr9spective· Reps will b·e held. 
on .. the _ following days:_ 
Tuesday, March 31 · 
3:30-5:30 p.m. 
Belknap Rm., ,MUB 
Wednesday, April. 1 
7:00 - 8:30.p.m. 
Belkn~p Rm .. , MUB 
~; Business Manager 
,(0-"' 
for Fall' 87- Sprin'g '88 
Great .Experience! . 
. } . . - , . 
· Job requires 6-8 hrs. per 
: week doing genera/ accoUnt-
i n g and business manage-
ment. · 
Pick 
up applications between 
1·0 -& ,3 · o., clock in room 
. . 
108 in the MUB basement. 
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Drew ScholarShlp offered tO biologists 
By Lynne Dupay 
A scholarship in hono'r of 
David W. Drew, a graduate of 
UNH, will be awarded to one 
or more UNH undergraduates 
who are either j_uniors or seniors 
and display an interest in the 
field of marine biology. 
"It's a unique opportunity to 
get support to go study at a 
· marine laboratory or to spend 
time away on exchange," said 
f:arry Harris of the Zoology 
department. Harris set up the 
scholarship in 1977. 
Gifts from friends of Drew, 
family, and associates estab-
lished the fellowship in honor 
of Drew and his devotion to the 
field. . 
"It was set up to support 
students who have potential to 
go on in the field of marine 
biology," said Harris. "It 's the 
fact of doing a little bit extra 
to learn about something that 
really interests you." 
Drew, who majored in zool-
ogy, graduated Suma Cum Laude 
. from UNH in 1973. He was a 
student devoted to the study of 
marine environment, and had 
the opportunity to spend two 
summers in _ Alaska and one 
summer in Washington work-
if)g for the National Marine 
Fisheries Service on Salmon 
Studies. 
He had just gotten accepted 
to U niveristy of Rhode Island 
graduate school to further his 
knowledge in the area of whales 
and porpoises. However, on 
November 5, 1974, David suf-
fered a fatal acident in the 
V}rgin Islands studvine- at the . 
West Indies Laboratory. 
"David and I were more than 
simply student~teacher. We had 
a special friendship," said Har-
ris. "He had the opportunity 
and made the effor·t to go to 
other parts of the world. This 
gave him a much broader pers-
pective." . 
"The scholarship is a reward 
which .will pay the major.icy of 
the costs to study' at many 
different marine laboratories 
just as David did," said Harris. 
"Currently we are working on 
the idea of an exchange with the 
West Indies and other .labora-
tories." , 
Though the scholarship has 
been available for the past ten 
years, there hav.e b~en only a 
few applicants each year. "Many 
don't realize the opportuni ty 
is available," said Harris. "We 
try to publicize it but many don't 
take the initiative to _try. :·· 
Recipients will be chos_en on 
the basis of their potential to 
successfully complete graduate 
studies and to pursue a career · 
in marine biology. To apply, 
students should submit a letter 
of application and two letters 
of recommendation to tarry 
Harris of the Zoology Depart-
ment. Applications are due May 
1, 1987. "The money is there 
so it's flexible what we can giv'e 
the s.tudents. It all depends on 
· hat they'd like to do," said 
1rris. 
Wr ite news for THE NEW HAMPSHIRE and have your 
name in print 
c t986AT& T 
WHEN IS THE RIGHT TIME TO 
CALL YOUR PARENTS? 
a) When you're stuck in your room because 
someone "pennied" your door.· 
b) When you spent all your money playing 
video· games and you still have to buy books 
for Developmental Psych. · 
c) When you iust miss hearing their voices 
and telling them what you've been doing. 
One thing about parents: they love to hear what you·'ve been up to. 
But yoµ should call them anyway. 
And when they ask where you were last night, tell them that you 
always call using AT&T Long Distance Service because of 
AT&T's high quality service and exceptional 
value. 
When they ask how your stud- -
ies are going, remind them that 
AT&T gives you immediate 
credit if you dial a wrong 
number . . 
And when they ask about 
your plans for the weekend, note 
that you can count on AT&T for 
clear long distance connections. 
And ,~;hen: at last, the~· praise 
you for using AT&T, then-and only 








<continued from page 6) 
· decision to return to school can-
be difficult. 
The Nqn-Traditional Student 
Center is designed tG help ease 
the older student into the main-
s cream of college life. The 
Center holds workshops on 
exam taking, writing skills, and 
other academic related prob-
lems. The Health Center also 
provides lectures on stress and 
lifestyle manag~ment which can 
be beneficial to the older stu-
dent. 
Some students don't find it 
difficult to get back into school. 
"Some students have a dif-
ferent prospective about school 
because they are more mature," 
said Healy. "They see things 
differently than the younger 
students who are very involved 
in their social lives." Mainly, . 
these older adult students have 
had time to think about their 
careers and their goals are better 
defined. 
Aside from furthering career · 
goals, many people take courses 
to fill leisure time. Some rimes 
people need something to stim-
ulate them after having raised 
a family or retiring from a job. 
By going to school, these people 
. can fill gaps and learn at the 
same time. Healy believes older 
students can benefit from 
younger people. 
Healy, advises all adult stu- -
dents to take advantage of the 
resources at UNH. 
"Returning to school is a 
struggle of priorities, especially 
in the beginning, bu t"' getting 
the degree is a goal worth 
working for," said Healy. The 
first step is the hardest; she said, · 
but Oflce involved in school 
students 'will r~alize how much 
there is to learn _and they will 
want to continue taking courses 
at the. U nivers_iry. 
r I 
IISIAICH PIPIRS 
16,278 to choose from-all subjects 
Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD 
NNil aq"q;,~~J4~~~~2 
Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance 
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025 
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Also, EURAIL PASSES, INT'L _: 
• 
STUDENT ID.WORK/STUDY : 
ABROAD, AYH CARDS, LOW : 
DOMESTIC FARES an4 • 
more! CALL for : 
FREE Student Travel Catalog! : 
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UNH·ceiebrity .Series presents 
"REIGNS SUPREME" New York Times 
8'p.m. Tuesday, April 7 
JO~NSON THEATER, UNH 
Tickets: MUB -Ticket Office · 
_862-2290 Mon-Fri 10 a.m.-4 p.m. 
General Public $12; UNH Faculty/Staff $10 
Senior Citizens $9; UNH Students $8 
All tickets at the door $12 
Trio in· G major, Haydn,· Trio in A minor, Ravel; 
Trio in E flat major, Op. 100, Schubert _ 
.J· BAYBANKS.HAS A HOT 
. PROSPECT FOR 'YOU -
THIS SUMMER. . · 
Make this your best summer ever, with an exciting summer job· at 
Bay Bank Middlesex. Enjoy the challenge of working in the financial 
industry in_ a dynamic environment Whether you 're working to gain 
career experience or just earning extra money, you won't find a 
better place to spend the summer than BayBanks.' 
We have the followingfull and part time summer positions available· 
- CUSTOMER SERVICE; 
REPRESENTATIVES (Tellers) 
We have open{ngs in our Burlington, Everett, North Shore, Waltham, and 
Natick locations. You'll interac(daily with our .customers, handling daily 
cash transactions and acting as an information source for our c;1stomers. 
All you need are an enthusiastic professional manner, an aptitude for 
numbers, a high school diploma or equivalent, and reliablf' transportation · 
. . 
OPERATIONS CLERKS 
Positions are available in our Burlington and Everett locations: To 
qualify, you'll need-working knowledge of debits and credits, as well as 
thorough familiarity with office procedures. High school diploma or 
, equivalent required 
CLERICAL POSITIONS 
We have positions available in the Trust._ Commercial Loa'n anc[Money 
Service Departments of our Burlington Corpo·rate Office. To qualify, 
you'll .need a knowledge of office procedures and a strong aptitude for 
figures. Typing skills a plus. 
You'H receive fully paid training and an excellent salary. For 
further information and an interview}appointm~nt, call 387:.5100, · 
, ext. 3081 (Everett); 387-5100, ext. 3062 (No. Shore); 894-2175 · 
(Waltham); 655-6312 (Natick); or 229-4533, 4749 or 4774 
(Burlington). BayBa.nk Middlesex, 7 New England Executive Park, 
_Burlington, MAO 1803. 
An Affirmative Action Employer. 
BafBank Middlesex 
IT J[JST KEEPS GEJTING BEJT~R:M 
"What television newscasts did to_ 
eipose the horrors c,f the Vietnam War ... 
KAFFIR BOY may well do for the horrors 
of apartheid.'' 
-Chicago Tribune 
"I'd like to think that 
KAFFIR BOY might 
acquire the _same status tr~llll~L 
that Richard Wright's 
Native Son or Claude 
Brown's Manchild in the 
Promised Land h'ad for 
earlier generations of ar."'M~.z 
American readers. 
It is in every way as 
_ important and as ..,~1,1;, 
exciting a book:' · a!'l'~r.i..i 
-Washington Post ................ 
. Book World ....:.1.11.i 1111 
''Transcends any 
. studies or media 
reports concerning the 
government of Sou·th 
Africa ... Compelling · 
and authentic:' 
-Milwaukee Sentinel . 
@PLUME 
WE WORK AS 
LATE AS YOU DO 
Whenever you need clear, quality copies: come to 
Kinko's·: we·re open early, open late, and open 
weekends. , · 
When you're working late, it's good to know vou·re nof 
working alone. · - · · 
kinko•s~ 
Creat copies. creat people~ 
51 Main Street Durhain 
868-6322 
- ·EFFIGY-
<cominued from page 1)° 
According to Garvey, the 
effigies were inappropriate_ An 
issue as sensitive as rape should 
be approached with caution, he 
said. 
Students in a Prose Writing 
501 class 'were asked to write 
what they thought about the/ 
effigies. 
Six out of the thirteen stu-
dents found the idea of the 
effigies offensive, three thought 
it .was a positive statement and 
four had no opinion. Many of 
the students had not seen the 
effigies but had heard about 
them from friends. , 
Jane Morrison, a student who 
didn't like the effigies, said "I 
find these statements tasteless. 
and offensive. They don't help 
the outcome." 
One student who didn't sign 
a name wrote, "I think you're 
stereo-typing all guys as rapists. 
In other words, you' re chastizing 
the populace of males on cam-
pus for the act of three." 
Among · the students who 
supported the effigies -were 
Danya Lin.ehan and Becky 
Smith. 
· "I thought it was a valid 
statement, definitely. I think 
it should have stayed up," said 
Smith. 
In agreement with Smith, 
Linehan wrote, "I think the 
publicity is good, maybe women 
will be more willing to come 
forward and men will be less 
likely to attack." 
Teaching assistant Jonathan 
Worley came to work Monday 
. _ I11f.)fl;Iing at 7 :00 a.m. and passed .. 
'the effigies as he e·ntere<i Hal:. 
milton Smith Hall. Worley said 
the effigies didn't do anything . 
for the dignity of the ·women's 
movement. 
Of course rape ' is awful and 
inexcusable, said .Worley. What 
bothered him the most about 
the banner, "Beware Boys, Rape 
Will Not Be Tolerated," was the 
term 'boys.' 
If the effigies were hung by 
women, as ·Worley speculated, 
-he said it was a step backwards 
in the recognition of them as 
women rather than girls. 
Although violent images 
could be associated with the life-
sized dummies, Carol Keyes, an 
instrucwr in the English De-
partment said, "It's better that 
than silence." She hopes the 
outcome of this protest will 
prompt students to talk about 
issues such as: violence against 
women and how people who are 
upset can be heard. ' ' , 
. "Effigies are very 9isturbing,'' 
said Keyes. According to Keyes 
they conjure historical images 
of racial violence. "It is not a 
good _symbol," she said. 
Among the things which ari 
effigy can symbolize are: a 
university embarassment made 
_ National by the Associated 
Press, a violent image, and a 
statement aimed at. raising 
consciousness about violence 
against women_. 
Now that the issue has been 
raised how should it be dealt 
with? English 401 instructor 
Claude Caswell wishes UNH 
. had a place for diffusing dia-
logue abo~t rape. Caswell said 
talking about it ·would have 
positive benefits; giving staff 
and students alike a chance to 
air their views, their fears and 
their misconceptions. . 
"An effigy is a monologue," 
said Caswell. What the campus 
. needs right now is dialogue, she 
said. 
• < / ' r ,- .- ,· J.' ' i -' . I._ - .°" .- I .., ~ -.- ~ ,1 ._, t ' ,t I - <'/. -' -' r 
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·ttew Hampshire · 
P~!~~l{S 
We have moved-plea_se note our new address 
T-Shirts 
• Hooded Pullovers • Totn • Baseball Caps 
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs 
Plus Hundred• of Specialty Advertisi119 ltema 
In-House ~rt Dept 
603/431-8319 
Au,1u·mn Pond Park. Rte. 101, • Greenland , NH 
r----------------------------, 
! 'lj I Lar}~dS! ~!lj~ ~!~S:~~o~hout l I(!] Rockingham County needs experienced counselors and I I ~ specialty staff including waterfront, 011:tdoor education, I 
I El arts and crafts, ropes course, archery and riflery. Need I -I' a I ,ta// from the vicinity of Hampton, Newmarket, Derry, I 
I Salem to supervise bus routes. .I 
I I 




( By HOUR. DAY. WEEK) 
DOWNTOWN DOVER 
· -Jleceptioaisl 






at 90 Washington Street 
Dover. NH 03820 
(603) 742-1916 :,111 FOR APPLICATIONS CALL 642-3361 I 
I BOX 564, KINGSTON, NH 03848 I L--------------------~-------J~~,.., ... >ff4~,.., ... >ff4~,.., ... ~~,.. ... ~~,..,....-
l 
I >.'C'"II"''• -~- . ' . 
The American Express® Card can get you virtually 
everything from a leather jacket to a leather-bound classic. 
Whether you are bound for a bookstore or a beach 
in Bermuda. So during college and after, it's the perfect 
( way to pay for just about anything you'll want. 
· How to get the Card before graduation. 
· · College is the first sign of success. And because 
we believe in your potential, we've made it easier 
to getthe American Express Card right now. You can 
· qualify even before you graduate with our special 
student offers. For details, look for applications 
on campus. Or just call 1-800-THE-CARD, and ask 
for a-.student application. 
The American Express Card. 
Don't Leave School Without It~M 
■~ , . SERVICES 
... ... . · ..... : 
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GAP 
(MANAGERS Assistant 
Managers in training) 
The Gap is recruiting assistant managers 
in ·training for the NH, North Shore and 
Central Boston area . 
We are looking for highly motivated, ener-
getic, people oriented individuals_. 
~ The Gap offers 
• 
": · • competitive salary 
: • liberafdiscount 
• : • monthly bonus program to top performers 
• • • • • 
: To arrange for a perspnal, confidential 
: interview, please s.~gn _ up in the , placement 
: office on March 30,_3lst, April 1st or coritact 
: Ms. Graziano at 603-431-8342 or Ms.- Dalton • 
• • • • 
• 
: at617-377-0806. • • • • 
: Resumes ma'y he sent to the Gap, Liberty Tree : 
: Mall, :Oanvers, Mass 01923 : 
• • : We will be on campus April 9th : 
· : The Gap is an equal opportunity employer : 
• • • • . . . 1 . • .•............................................... , ....... . 
All students plan.ning to live on campus 
next y ear must pay their $200 housing 
deposit today or on Monday, March 30 
eposits are payable at the Business Office 
I 
There are many ways · 
, to acknowledge it .. -. 
/ one lasts a lifetime. 
Your College Class Ring-
from Balfour! · 
Select yours at: TheMUB Wed. Aprill 
Thur. April 2 
. 10-3 
MUB ,Balcony 
$10.00 deposit required 
-•Balfour. No one mnembers in so many-ways, 
-\ . { . . - . . . 
. ··············~~ ........ ~~:::~ 
1 I , . · ··r 
J t S COO l. . . · ................................. · ·II 
·•·•···························~···.········· . . . ["" 
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EditOrial 
Dr. Nobel K. ·Peterson: One of a kind 
The death of Dr. Nobel K. Peterson 
saddened and shocked all who knew him. 
He touched the lives of his students, 
colleagues and family and gave them 
memories t~ last lifetimes. Although 
considered a private person, in the class-
. room Peterson opened up his heart and 
a whole new world. 
His enthusiasm and devotion to his 
teaching profession was unsu-rpassed at 
UNH because he understood students wants 
and needs. He took a relatively dry and dull 
subject o_f soils and made it fascinating. 
Students in his c9urses, especially the 
GenEds, enrolled bec~:use they knew they 
would participate in a truly unique and 
worthwhile learning experience. 
In the classroom he was novel, using- such 
props as music, multiple film projectors, 
even a black cape and smoke screen grand 
entrance at the beginning of the first 501 
class each fall to evoke interest. These tricks 
enabkd Peterson to capture his students' 
hearts as well as their minds. His students 
knew he was someone special, not on'y a 
professor but a friend. 
One of hi~ associates, Dr. Donald Chap-
man, a retired professor of geology at UNH, 
said Peterson's students were very loyal 
to him. Describing him• as a "conscientious 
worker who was a stickler for detail and 
accuracy,"- Chapman said, "You,co~ldn't 
find. a finer man than Dr. Peterson." 
Robert Keesey, assistant to President 
Haaland for administrative affairs, said 
Peterson was a "dedicated professor who 
cared about not only his subject but the 
University and the community." 
Professor Harold Hocker, chairman of 
the UNH Forest Resource Department, 
and a long time associate of Pete.rson's, 
said he was a very popula_r professor who 
will be "very difficult to replace." 
His students will also remember him 
fondly. -Maureen f>earson, 21, a teaching 
assistant for Peterson, said no other teacher 
she has known has put as much time and 
effort into teaching as did Dr. Peterson. 
She said in addition to preparing _10 hours 
for each lecture, Peterson used tape · 
machines to monitor student attention 
spans and even brought coffee and donuts 
for every one of the over 200 students who 
attended his lectures. 
Another student, Christine Heatley, 20, 
a junior political science major said Peterson 
was a very caring teacher who was interested 
and concerned about every student's ability 
to understand course material. 
In addition to being a model teacher, 
~ Peterson was a· model citizen. He was very 
active with the Durham chapter of the 
American Red Cross, serving as chairman 
for many years. He was also involved in 
the blood bank and emergen~y prgrams. 
Dr. Peterson was also active in the UNH 
commencement exercises, often serving 
as a faculty marshal. _ 
No one will ev~r replace Dr. Nobel K. 
Peterson. Those who were touched by him 
wil1 forever remember his kindness and 
dedication and hope someday someone else 
will come remotely . close to Dr. Peterson's 
disposition. The world needs more people 
like him. 
Robert H. Bosworth 
A·chance for a voice 
a voic;e in town government. Over spring break, at their towfi-·meeting, 
the town of Durham voted to create a new 
form of government, a Town Council. The 
Council will replace the present form of 
government employing the Board of 
Selectmen and town meetings. 
The Town Council provides an excellent 
opportunity for University students to have 
a real voice in town politics, a voice that 
currently, with the notable exception of 
the Town/Gown Committee, is silent. 
. For thi; yea<"r only, all nine positions will 
be available at once. After November's 
election, three positions will be available 
each year. Durham often had a difficult 
time fin ding citizens to run for the five-
member boar-cl of selectmen. It could be 
harder to find nine people for November's Town administrators have heralded the 
change, calling it a move form the 17th _ 
century to the 21 century. The change was 
approved by a margin of almost 200 votes, 
which proves that the move had a lot of 
support from within the community. In 
short, it seems the town was looking 
forward to the change. 
The Council would b~ headed by a towr:i 
administrator, and a nine-member Town 
Council, to be elected ,by _the citizens of , 
Durham .- This is wh<rre_ students can 
influence town affairs that affect them 
directly. How could they gain this influence? 
The answer is simple - they can run for 
one or more of the nine positions that will 
election. . - , 
--This is where student involvement comes 
in. Students could run, and with the right 
support from the University community, 
especially the student body, win a seat. With 
one or more students on the Council, UNH 
students would have the voice in town 
politics they are so sorely lacking. It would 
only take one dedicated student to run, and 
the support of his or her peers·. 
be open this November. . University students should also be 
looking forward to the change, as it gives 
them their first legitimate sh_ot at gaining 
The fact that the Council is being 
introduced this year also helps the cause. 
Weber 
To the Editor: 
I was casuaJly browsing through 
your February 27th edition recently 
when, being a chemistry graduate 
student, the article on "Chemistry 
controversy involves friends" 
caught my attention. It was very 
heartening to ' read that Dr. Weber 
and Dr. Pilar were still good friends 
despite Pilar's strong public crit-
icism of Weber's televised endor-
sement _of nuclear energy. _ 
Upon reading further, I was 
surprised to find that Weber d1d 
not limit himself to his description _ 
of his mutual friendship with Pilar. 
In fact, he took the opportunity to 
issue a pronouncement on the 
studem-faculty interaction in my 
department, a$serting that there 
existed a very friendly atmosphere 
here. To support-his claim, Weber 
cited an annual Christmas party and 
a softball game as examples of such 
a bonding interaction. 
.Speaking for mysel-f, I wish 
Weber would ensure he voices only 
his own impressions rather than 
appear to speak on behalf of the 





To the Editor: 
I've been at UNH long enough . 
to have almost gotten used to being 
treated like dirt by the university 
administration, but -inviting Ge(:)fge 
Bush to speak at graduation is too 
· much. Here is a man who is a key 
figure in possibly the biggest 
scaµdal ever to infect the United 
States Executive Branch, and we're 
being shamed by having him as our 
graduation speaker. 
Even if I were a Republican and_ 
supported Bush, I would stili resent 
the way the administration decided 
upon a graduation speaker wirhout 
any real. input .from the students. 
I also resent the fact that we're 
obviously being used as just another 
campaign stop for candidate Bush. 
It's about time the administration 
remembers who they're here to 
serve, and starts taking the students 
into consideration when making 
decisions that effect them. 
Sincerely, 
David C. Hermann 
The New ·Hampshire 
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University Foru-m 
Open letter to Vice President Bush 
Dear Mr. Vice President, 
With the announcement that you wiTI be 
addressing the 1987 UNH graduating class this 
May, we thought it appropriate that we, as student 
body president and vice president representing 
almost 11,000 students, share with you some 
concerns that have been brought to our attention 
regarding your May visit. Let us begin by stating 
that It 1s an honor for the Vice President ot the 
United States to visit our campus. We appreciate 
you setting aside time out of your busy sechedule 
to address our graduating class. Second, we ·realize 
that UNH will be receiving national recognition 
as a result of ·your visit. _ 
As two students who are committed to the 
continuing improvement of this institution, we 
recognize the benefits that go along with national 
recognition. After all, UNH is a land grant insitution. 
There is no better way to attract future federal grants 
then to have the U.S. Vice President single out 
our University as a prestigious institution worthy 
of a visit. Not to mention the opportunity given 
By Jay Ablondi and Barbara Cerreta 
by this national exposure for the U niverstty to 
showcase its beautiful campus. Therefore we are 
one hundred percent behind any action that will 
help UNH achei,ve its goal of beco_ming "the best 
small public university in the nation." 
As you are probably aware, last December UNH 
had the honor of having the United States' Senator 
Robert Dole (R-Kansas) address the 1986 graduating 
class. Unfortunately, Senator Dole's visit to UNH 
came right after the outbreak of the Iran-Contra 
affair. We use the word unfortunate because his 
commencement address concentrated on his views 
concerning the Iran-Contra affair and Senator Dole 
left no room for any worldly advice that m~ght help 
guide the graduating class in their journey through . 
their lives. The _student reaction afterwards clearly 
was negative towards the entire political slant of 
Dole's address. 
If we were proud parents attending graduation 
to watch our son or daughter graduate from the 
engineering school, it is highly unlikely that we 
would want to hear tbat y~m had "privately expressed 
res~rvations" about the Reagan administation's 
policy of sending arms to Iran. We would much 
rather hear that our son or daughter was taking 
on the added responsibility of being among the 
well educated segment of this great, diverse nation. 
It will be a priviledge to have the Vice President 
of the United States address-UNH at commen~e-
ment. However, we think our message is clear. The 
graduating seniors along with the entire student 
body, would like you to share your wisdom and 
experience with them in hopes that by doing so 
you will help prepare them for the "real" world. 
We do not think you should use the commencement 
forum not as a vehicle to reach out to New 
Hampshire Republicans. In other words, if we may 
modify a famous statement made by the last United 
States President to call New England his home, 
John F. Kennedy, "Ask not what UNH can do for 
you, but rather, what you can do for the University 
of New Hampshire." . 
jay Ablondi is the student body president, Barbara Cerreta 
is stucf_ent body vice president. 
Secrets of Survival By Adrianna-Tompkins 
This past spring break, I did something out of 
the ordinary. Instead of going to my sunny home 
in Bermuda, I went to Comer, Georgia where I 
learned many valuable insights to th~ world around 
me. Through the week I discovered that human 
life -is very precious even to those who are subjected 
to a life of torture and cruelty. 
When our two vans holding thirteen people pulled 
out of the MUB parking lot at .6:30 Saturday morning, 
I was not sure of what I was about to undertake. 
I had expectations of brown rice for meals and no 
showers for a week. As we pulled into the driveway 
marked by the sign "Jubilee Partners" I was 
pleasantly surprised to see charming houses patiently 
waiting to receive us amidst the green fields. 
Jubilee Partners is a Christian organization which 
helps Central American refugees get a fresh start 
on their lives. The refugees flee from Central 
America where they have been persecuted, coming 
to the U.S. in hopes. of finding peace. Most of the 
refugees come in contact with Jubilee through 
churches o~ cha1:1ce. 1:'hey are guided through a 
proc~ss whICh. will ultimately provide th.em with 
a new life·. At Jubilee, they are given physicals 
counseling, English classes and support. The refugee~ 
are sheltered from the United States culture while 
at Jubilee. They develop a sense of security and 
often don't want to leave. However, they soon have 
to adapt to a new culture and environment which 
is drastically different from their former life-style. 
Du~ to the United States' p~_licy with Central 
America, the refugees are not allowed to reside 
in the States. They may use U.S. soil as a rest stop 
though. The refugees are prepared at Jubilee Partners 
for a crucial interview with the Canadian Council.· 
If a refugee sincerely is persecuted or harmed in 
his country, the Canadian government will take 
him and his family ( those members that are with 
him) int_o the co_untry. Then the Canadian govern-
ment will_~rov1de support such as housing, job 
oppo:tun1t1es, and money until the refugee is 
established and secure. We were at Jubilee Partners 
during the week of the interviews. There was 
antic_ipation and anxiety on every person's face 
- Jubilee volunteers and refugees alike. Although 
the refugyes were under tremendous stress, they 
gave us a ch4nce to interact with them. 
When we were not working around the commun-
ity by stacking wood, breaking stones or other such 
tasks, certain refugees and volunteers shared a 
portion of their lives and experiences iwth us. I 
would like to share the stories but we promised 
to keep them confidential. Some of the refugees' 
loved ones and families· are still living in Central 
America: While I do not wish to place anyone in 
danger of persecution, I will say that the stories 
made my insides-ache with sorrow and remorse. 
If others knew these stories of torture murder 
~nd suffering, I b~lieve that the current U.S. pofic; 
rn Central America would change. I won't believe 
that American people are insensitive enough to 
ignore the pain these people have had to endure. 
The articles that the newspapers print will no 
longer be just paper and ink for me, they will come 
alive in a refugee's devastated expression as he 
speaks of the terrors he has survived. The war in -
Central America is VERY REAL, as is their 
suffering. Had I been tortured and persecuted as 
these people have been, I would be extremely bitter. 
Yet, the El Salvadorans and Guatamalians hold _ 
a passion for life and love that I have never 
enc_ountered _before. 
_One night, after playing card and board games 
with t?e refugees! we went to our campsite. There, 
we bm~t a large fire and took out our instruments. 
The mixed group of volunteers, refugees, children 
and U~H folks laughed and sang with each other. 
Here, .in a small Southern town, people of different 
a~es, races, ~nd cultures w~re in harmony, not only 
with our voICes but also with <?ur souls. The 'feeling 
of ~r<:>therhood and compass10n was emotionally 
uplifting. I ga~e? _at the children's eyes and mouths. 
Both were shrnmg brightly with happiness. Many 
dark secrets are locked in their beautiful brown 
eyes, yet these children can overcome the horror 
th~y have exper:iehced and keep ·their hearts flowing 
with lo_ve and Joy. The adults are just as open as 
the children, as eager to share goodwill with 
everyone. This creates an atmosphere that could 
make a dying flower blossom. 
The Central American people I met last week 
are among the most beautiful persons I have ever 
known_ They are fiercely proud and strong. The 
/ refugees are not angry at the American people but 
at the American government and will never forget 
the ugly policy the United States has imposed on 
them. However, I have faith that they wi-11 never 
forget the kindness and strength that was offered 
to them by Jubile~ Partners and our group. I wish 
them al~ luck, courage and unlimited joy., · 
Adrianna is a member of the Coalition For Disarmament 
and Peace 
.. . . . .. 
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Arts & Featu ·. 
Up~oming Music Department Events 
UNHDance 
Theater 
By Deborah Robinson 
Mytho logy, psychology and 
the 1930's jazz era are the 
themes of this ye ar's an nua l 
co ncert o f T he U nivers ity of 
New Hampshire's Daoce Theat-
er Company. 
La rry Robertson and Gay 
N ~rdone, both faculty members 
at UNH , and senior dance 
student Li sa Dodge will be . 
presenting thei r works at The 
Johnson Theater starting March 
3L 
Robertson's ballet work " .. .In 
T he Thread Of H uma n Life," 
. is an . eleven segment piece 
exploring the mystique and 
fanca,sy of the unicorn. 
Dodge interprets the human 
desire co find meaning in life 
through our_ relationship's with 
othe r people as well as with 
God. 
Choreographer Nardone will 
be presenting two works, "City 
Lights," a tap number from the 
mus ical " T he Aq," and "Out 
of Time," a '30's jazz piece: 
The perform ances will run 
from March 31 through April 
4 at 8 pm. wi th m at inees on 
April 1 at 2 p.m. and April 4 at · 
4 pm. Public previews to benefit 
the Jean Matcox Dance Scho-
larship Fund are scheduled for 
March 29 and 30 at 8 pm. 
Tickets are available through 
the UNH Ticket Office and at 
the door. 
Dodge will be presenting her 
modern composition "The 




By Arthur .Lizie 
Murphy's Law states that if 
anything can go wrong, it will. 
The band Murphy's Law defies 
this axiom: they have created 
a fun album, in spite of the fact . 
that they never venture from 
some very boring and typical · 
topics like beer, fun, and girls. 
With such obvious topics, they 
have set themselves up for a fall 
which they do not take. 
The green vinyl disc offers 
a band much like the Beastie 
Boys in spirit: A bunch of jerkoff 
drop outs collected together to 
both poke fun and have fun. The 
New York based Budweiser 
to.t i;ng quartet consists of vo-
calis:t Jimmy·,Gestapo, 'guitarist.· _ 
Alex Morris, bassist, Pete Mar-
tinez, and drummer/ vocali~t 
Petey Hines. The back cover 
depicts the bunch as a group that 
you'd probably like to keep out 
of your neighborhood on a hot 
summer night. 
The music is the kind of fun 
generated j~t this side of the 
merger of punk, heavy metal 
an_d thrash trash. They make 
loud tuneful candy for bashing 
the body, not bending the mind. 
Nothing inventive, noth'ing 
that'll make you wish that you 
had thought it up, just a· lot of1 
fun. · , 
The more success.fol side of 
the album is the first, where ·the 
songs are kept short and univn-
volved. The record opens with 
the group's theme song which 
echoes the ever_ memporable 
chorus "Arf, atf, ·aff! \: A· cheap 
By Jim Carroll 
April will be a busy month 
for the_ music department. Be-
tween April 1 and April 9 there 
will be a series of .five concerts 
and recitals by student and 
faculty groups as diverse as th~ 
Hampshire Consort, the UNH 
. percussion ensemble, and a 
collection of UNH flute stu-
dents. All concerts will be free 
-<>co the public. 
The first performance, on 
April 1, is titled Flute Frenzy. 
It will be in the university .art 
galleries of the Paul Creative 
Arts Cen~er (PCAC) at 8 P.M. 
Flute Frenzy is a collection of 
nine UNH flute students _co·n-
ducted by Peggy Vagts. They 
will perform works by Mozart, 
Bizet, Scarlatti and Vivaldi ." 
They will also perform Blue 
Train, a piece by the Japanese 
composer Ryohei Hirose. 
On April 3 there will be a 
performance of the Hapshire 
Consort at 8 P.M. in the Bratton 
Recital Hall of PCAC. The 
Consort is a faculty group com-
posed of Robert Stibler on 
cornetto, recorder, krummhorn 
and sackbutt, Nicholas Orovich 
on sackbutt, recorder, pecussion 
and voice, and John Skelton on 
harpsichord and psaltery. They 
will perform Doulce Memoire 
as well as music by Machaut and 
Dufay. Also fe~tured in the , 
performance will be soprano 
Kathleen Wilson Spillane. 
The next day, April 4, there 
will be both a 10 A.M. and 2 P.M. 
performance of works by com-
posers from New Hampshire, 
Vermont, Maine and Massachu-
setts in the Granite State room 
of the MUB. Co-sponsored by 
the department of. inusic and 
the. International Horn Society, 
there will be 33 compositions 
performed between the_ two 
concerts. 
The UNH Symphony Or-
chestra · will per(orn:i ,iQ. the 
Johnson Theater of PCAC at 8 · 
. P.M. on April 5. Conducted by 
Richard Vanstone, the program 
will include Finlandia by Sibe-
lius., and Symphony No. 5 in C 
Minor by Beethoven. · 
The last in this series of 
concerts and recitals will be a . 
performance of the UNH Per-
cussion Ensemble on April 9 at 
8 P.M. in the Johnson Theater 
of PCAC. Directed by William 
Reeve, the performance will 
i_nclude an arrangement . of 
George Gershwin?s Rhapsody 
in Blue and will feature faculty 
pianist Paul Verrette. 
Murphy May Have 
metal ripoff guitar solo also 
highlights the song. 
"Sit Home and Rot" is the 
funniest thing this side of the 
Red Sox/ Clemens negotiations, 
with the unforgettable line "Sit 
at home and play Atari/ some 
my herb like Rastafarri." Some 
people around campus .seem to 
have already given themselves ; 
to the ways of Murphy's Law. 
"Beer" is neo-acid masturbation 
while "Fun" slip-slides the day 
away with the country gone 
· hardcore approach. 
The second side concentrates· 
more on, heaven forbid, actual 
songs. Some go on for too long 
to sustain the jokes which the 
UK Sub Shoppish first side was 
able to, sustain. The highlight 
is a blow-out-the-barn-door 
version of Iggy Pop's "I Got A 
Right." Although quite true to . 
the original, the band kicks in 
. a little extra to make the sc:mg 
MURPHY, page 19 
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Cocteau Reviewed and KBC Considered 
a f II I· 'I o II ' I ' ll l' II I 'I 1-, 1, o II I t . , 
The Cocteau Twins with Ha-
rold Budd 
The Moon and The Melodies 
The Cocteau Twins 
Lo1_Je's Easy Tears 12" 
presents a cohesive:yet expand-
ing range of moods, from the 
straight forward modern setting 
of "Memory Gongs" to the 
dream escape plea of "Why Do 
You Love Me?" The former 
features the rhythmic hum of 
modern society juxtaposed with 
the spasmodic remembrances 
Relativity Records of times gone by, of a better 
By Arthur Lizie time, while the latter offers a 
The Cocteau Twins are more br~ezy sensual answer to the 
of a feeling, a pulse which runs ·citle question. 
through a vibration, than a band. The dreamy wistful state is 
They do not as much create rarely intrupted by obtrusive 
music as they transmit images percussive measures, but when 
across a broad and expansive it is, it is done carefully, such 
aural landscape. They are a as on the iconiclastic "Eyes As 
constant, yet changing breath Mosaics." · 
of air blowing an ethereal The basic appeal of the 12" 
exi_xtance to few of the deserv- is the same as that of the LP, 
ing masses. but without the piano and with 
On both the album The Moon the addition of a much more 
and The Melodies featuring expressive side of Mis_s Fraser. · 
avant garde pianist Harold With Fraser, it doesn't matter 
Budd, and the 12" Love's Easy as much what is being said, 
Tears, the band continues their luckily, for she is mostly incom-
edectic moody vision of love, prehensible, but the way it is 
life and death. Although the being said. The highlight here 
uneasy pleasantness of the is t_he featured track, "Love's 
group's budding tension is sci- Easy Tears," a whirling love 
. muilating, after a while it can ballad set against a slight back-
grow quite thin. beat. 
The Cocteaus are not twins ' In spite of the fact that the 
at all, rather they are vocal- communication is _ done via 
ist/chanteusse Elizabeth Fraser, textures and melodies instead 
and instrumentalists Simon of a_n obnoxiously loud drumbeat 
Raymonde and Robin Guthrie. and overt lyrical trappings, the 
The three combine subtle in~ Cocteau Twins offer themselves 
strumentation with wayward as something more than just 
expressive and sensual vocal easy . listening for the punk 
sty lings to achieve their rhyth- crowd. All of this talk of feelings 
mic bedding of melody. On the and such cannot. deriy the .sub-
LP they are joined by Harold stance which underlies their 
Budd, a_ crony of the ever revered moods. Not es p.ecially fun, but· 
Brian_ Eno, who adds ·an extra, often enjoyable, The Cocteau 
almost classical dimension to Twins are a pleasant alternative 
the ~ound and feeling. . to much of the patter on the 
The Moon and The Melodies airwaves thes~ days. 
,-, 
WEAPON 
By Jim Carroll 
The KBC Band will be per-
forming at the Capital Theater 
in Concord on Sunday April 5. 
If you di~n't already know, the 
band is named after the three 
former members of the Jeffer-
son Airplane who front the 
band: Paul 'Kantner, Marty 
Balin, and Jack Casady. If you 
did already know that and have 
seen the video for their single 
"America," your reaction might 
be "Who Cares?" The KBC 
Band is as disappointing a band 
as Jefferson Starship. •-
The KBC Band was formed 
after Kantner finally left Star-
ship. "After the split," he s~id, 
"I went to Marty and said, 'Hey, 
do you want to start a band?' 
"So, bored and unemployed, the 
'KBC band was formed. 
"We definitely want this to 
be experimental aircraft (Air-
plane? Starship?)," he said. 
"With this group of musicians, 
I feel like we can do anything, 
play whatever we have in mind: 
The creation of the thing is 
sometimes the best part." 
But what happens after the 
creation? The problem one faces 
with the KBC Band is that a 
group of great musicians does 
not a great band make. Kantner, 
Balin and Casady have the clout . 
to hire musicians such as key-
boardist Tim Gorman, . .who has 
recorded dnd performed with 
both ·The Who and The Rolling 
Stones, and drummer Darrell 
Verdusco, a former member of 
the Ry Cooder Band. But KBC 
still can't write material worthy 
of . the musicians they hire. · 
The KBC Band and their clothes. (Lynchpin Productions photo) 
Mel .Gibson is 
"America" is an embarrassing 
song; a kind of duet between 
Balin · and Kantner without 
harmony and without much 
focus. Despite the rather im-
pressive resumes of the hired 
musicians, the band doesn't 
sound much different from the 
average cliche pop band. 
It may be interesting to see 
the KBC band just to see what 
has happened to a ,couple few 
of the people who made San 
Francisco the haven it was in 
the sixties, but true Airplane 
fan~ will be dissappointed. True 
fans of good music will be 
dissappointed. There is some-
thing more than dissappointing 
about a band with so much 
expertise and so little going for 
them. One might as well go see 
Robert Tepper. 
Back for More 
Letl1al Weapon 
a. War-ner Brothers Film.· 
·By Da~id Whitney 
Mel Gibson is back, playing 
a role 1n Lethal Weapon that 
is somewhat of a cross between 
the characters of Mad Max and 
Di_rty Harry. Lethal Weapon is 
Gibson's first movie in one~and-
;a-half-years. His last movie was 
Mad Max: Beyond Thunder-
dome·~ which came out .in the 
sum'mer of 1985. It was ·after 
making four films in a year-and-
a-half (The Bounty, The River, 
Mrs. Soffel, and the third and 
·m,aybe last Mad Max movie), 
that he decided to take a break 
and hide away with his wife and 
four children on an 800 acre 
cattle ranch in Australia. 
· Lethal Weapon was worth the 
wait. · 
. Gibson plays Riggs, a cop who 
· before the story starts suffered 
the loss of his wife in a car 
.accident. Because of this, Riggs' 
character is off the wall and · 
everyone in the department 
thinks he is nuts and has a death 
wish. In a. dramatic but effective 
scene at the beginning of the 
movie, Gibson's character tries 
to commit suicide with a loaded 
_gun, but he just isn't able to pull 
the trigger. The only thing that 
keeps him going, he says, is his 
job. 
The plot is fairly interesting 
but does suffer from lack of 
originality because of all the 
standard good guy /bad guy- ~ 
shoot-em-up· mov·ies and TV 
shows. It · does move a.long 
though. It concerns Gibson and 
his partner Sergeant Murtaugh, 
excellently portrayed by Danny 
Glover. Their first attempts to · 
get along with each other lead 
to some very funny scenes. 
The plot is fine until the fini;tl 
confrontation between Gibson 
and the villi.an Joshua, played 
by Gary Busey, which is done 
as a karate match. Having a 1 
karate ··match at that · point 
m.:1kes you feel like the s,rip~·, 
ran out. of ,g~s; it -is silly;. Bu~)f,: 
, / ! ' ' 
you can overlook that flaw, the 
rest of the picture is filled with 
thrilling stunt scenes and action. 
So many amazing stunts in fact, 
that the picture is dedicated to 
Dar Robinson, the famous Hol-
lywood stuntman that worked 
on this film. 
Gibson turns . in a great per-
formance with emotions that 
ra~ge from the despondent 
grieving over his wife's death 
to performing slapstick comedy 
and delivering crisp, wisecrack-
ing dialogue. It is clear that 
Gibs_·on had f:1n making this 
movie. 
Danny Glover turns in the 
other great performance of this 
movie, protraying a black de-
tective without the ever present 
cliches usually found. He too 
has his share of humorous 
dialogue as he claims a few times 
under high pressured moments 
that · he is "too ·old for this s--
LETHAL, page 19 
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A Free Form f/REHOSE Concert 
fIREHOSE in concert with 
D.C.3 
Crimony_, and DOS 
'f he Rat, Boston 
March 16, 1987 
By Arthur Lizie 
and Ric Dube 
son several times during the 
night. After spending four hours 
with these people and seeing 
their reactions to various shua-
tions, i.e. interaction with dif-
ferent band mates, one gets the 
feeling of an intimate knowl-
edge of the bands' and members' 
psyches. 
At ma·ny arena rock concerts, · Opening the show was DOS, 
the crowd are .witnesses to a Spanish fur two. one of the two 
. ,eerformance by personali"ties in que~tion is Mike Watt, ex-
. they regard as intangible celeb- Minutemen and now fIRE-
rities; near die.ties that aren't HOSE -bassist, blending tuneful 
perceived as normal people. bass solos and repetitive 
They don'_t eat, sleep, go to the rhythms with more of the same 
bathroom, or take dramamine from Kira Roessler, the other 
on Jong car trips. Personalities hal(ex-waver of the Black Flag, 
show through only so much as and probably the youngest, most 
the media allows. talented bassist around. The-
On the other hand, at an SST closing number ·:Forever" fea-
show, the crowd are quite often tui-ed Watt turning up all am-
witnesses to a group of person- plification, and repeatedly beat-
ali ties laid bare: the warts, or ing his Fender Precision Bass 
in this case the head burns, against his wall of equipment. _ 
show. The pot bellies often fJair, DOS gave way to Crimony, 
and the guitars might go out of another two person band, con-
. tune. Up on stage are identif- sis ting of keyboardist/vocalist 
iable people who just get togeth-' Paul Roessler, brother of the , 
er to enjoy a night of rock and aforementioned Kira, and, once 
roll. The glitter and excesses again,, bassist Mike Watt. Watt 
of a normalshow are left by the spotted . a bandage wrapp~d 
wayside. ',,. .. around his head, the result of 
The SST label releases records an argument with his Volkswag-
and puts on tours that showcase on bus ih which he came out orr 
the records they· release. The the short end. 
headlin'ing -act is preceed~d by The pair provided an unusual 
several lesser known bands, or swirl of sound by combining 
bands put together as side gospel overtones with progres-
projects for members of the sive rock bas,s. High point of 
featured bands. Everything is the set was "Experiments," a 
kept in the family. Although the - carnival like tune which ex-
concept may seem somewhat p-ounded on the· dange_rs of 
nepotistic or a: :ather cheap way _ _tampering with socie·ty. Al-
of self promo~1on, !he formul~ ,. though on~ . might imagine .the 
·works out quite ·nicely for all music to be quite limiting, once 
parties involved, as both the it's unconventional na-ture is 
audience and the bands benefit adjusted i:o, Mike and Paul make 
from the friendly atmosphere. some surprisingly refreshing 
Recently the SST fun-0-rama music. · 
held court at The Rat in Boston, The camaraderie . that the 
a dingy little celler nestled away bands display, and the fact that 
under a bar. The show featured Paul and Kira are siblings and 
- DOS, Cr:imony,J.J).C. 3, and the that wedding bells seem in the 
headliner-, fIREHOSE. As an future for Mike and Kira, is 
"'~ example of tl;ie familiar atmos- proof of SST' s family atmos--
phere generated at one of these phere, True; no mom or dad is 
shows, these four bands featured present here, but face it, Dick 
only nine ·different members, • .Van Patten would be a drag in 
-the audience viewing each per- an SST band. 
drum~r George Hurley, Ed 
managed to dominate the 70 
minute blast of energy with his 
insightful, powerfully delivered 
. vocals and joyfully haphazard 
guitar technique. 
Highlights included the. sub- · 
tle nuances of "The Candle and 
The Flame," the innov~tive 
tongue-in~cheek playfulness of . 
"U oder The Influence Of Meat 
Puppets,:· and the off tempo 
flair of the Richard Pettibone 
influcmc:ed "Relating Dudes To 
Jazz." The encore of Blue Oyster 
Cult's "The Red and The Black" 
proved a fitting rebellious close 
to the eclectic set from the San 
Pedro trio. · 
It's nothing like a Tha-nks-' 
giving dinner witb, your family, 
, but an SST show d·oes have a 
· touch of home. Although some 
say you can't go home again, you 
can still enjoy the excitement 
and familiarity of an SST show 
>_ in your future, as early as the 
, D.C. 3 headlining~ tour next 
month or later in the year as The 
Meat. Puppets assault the east. Next up was D.C. 3, featuring LP "Ragin', Full-On", rock new 
Dez, singer from one. of the comer ED fROMOHIO, bor~ 
earlier mutations of Black Flag, .----Crawford; seemed to have a bit 
and another visit from Paul of the jitters, but he soon looked 
Roess-ler. Bassist Ceasar Vis- comfortable on stage. Backed 
car.ra and Rasta-man drummer by the ex-Minutemen rhythm · 
Louie Dufau, ex- of 'The Stains, . section of bassist Mike Watt and 
round out the quartet. This band 
sounded like· all of the music that 
· At any rate, any of these bands, 
especially. the playful fIRE-
HOSE are worth the time to 
checkout. See ya anhe next SST 
gig, man. 
~MURPHY-older brothers listened to· in the ~ LETHAL-seventies, only with much more 
thought and~energy: Bombastic, (continued from page 18) (continued from page 17) 
spastic, acid-laced guitar lines t." As the movie opens he has special. "Crucial Bar-B-Q" tells : 
pounding against wild, wayward just turned fifty and that bothers . a tale which most persons would 
keyboards backed by a throbbing him. He puts up with his not want to encounter: a 
r:hythm section. Highlight of younger partner's remark that summer cookout with Murphy's 1 
the set was t-he wonderful,ly the gun Murtaugh_ carries is Law as the featured guests . An 
excessive and self-!ndulgent usual for the old. timers. interesting experience in the . 
instrumental "You're Only As - Director Richard Donner least. 
Blind As Your Mind Can Be," (Supermart, Inside Moves and Not particularly original or 
the title track from the band's-, Ladyhawke) has ·acteal flair for -- innovative, Murphy's Law are 
latest LP. This is a must see action and for ke_eping ·the pace µone th~ les.s fun. They come 
group for anyone who misses going. Shane Black has~ written - . through as true, perhaps cret-
the indulge_nces of the seventies · a great script that stands out inous, individuals who are only 
-but has an appreciation for from the usual- police/ crime out out for a good time. Why 
eighties cleverness. movies. ·not join in the fun? Sneak a 
Headliners fIREHOSE then · Lethal Weapon is a movie listen to Murphy's Law, then 
bl;ized to the ;tage to the strains that is refreshing after suffering _ catch the band on tour with The 
of The Who blaring from th~-~ through so many cliche-ridden Beas tie Boys Ap_ril 9 at .Th_e 
PA. On the opening tune "Brave films that feature violence over Worcester Centrum. 
Captain," from the .band's debut · characterization. 
Summer In The Merrimack Valley 
With School For Lifelo~g Learning, 
tired of your old record collection_? 
bout Read a · ds University System o -f New Hampshire 
U.N.H. COURSES AVAILABLE IN NASHUA 
June 8 - July 30 6:00 - 8:30 P.M. 
M/W PHIL 412 (UNH) Beginning Logic 
M/W SOC 500 ( UNH) Introduction to Soclal Psychology 
T/ TH ENGL 516 (UNH) A Survey of American .Literature 
T/TH MATH 402 (UNH) Elementary Math II 
PLYMOUTH ST ATE COURSE 
Available 1n Manchester May 25 -Aug. 10 
M ENGL (PSC) Scienc;e Fiction 
Call or check your Student Union.Building 
for a flyer with a c;omplete list _of courses. 
The School' for Lifelong Learning 
Manchester 668-2120 Nashua 883-1864 
. . g ban . 
& corn1n , up -
in nie 
New Hampshire· 
""1S'r ,-,,,_, -,-1 . ·,,. :,·_1/~1-, _j1· 1 ,·/1,, 1 ~.··✓ ---J1, J"· 
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. . . BUSH 
• • • • • • • • • ., '. • • .
• • • • • • • • 
YOUR TYPE 
A Word Processing Service 
BOOKS • THf.Sf.S • REPORTS • TERM PAPERS 
WEEKLY / MONTHLY NEWSLETTERS • LETTERS 
719 Martha Way 
Dover, NH 03820 
LABELS • ENVELOPf.S • ETC .. 
REASONABLE RATES 
'Donna L. Archambault 
(603) 742-2505 (Evenings.) 
·(continued from pag~ 3) 
Gordan Haaland, said in all the,___ 
Universities' correspondence 
with the vice-president's office, 
there .has been no suggestion 
that the UNH administration 
wants "anything but an approp-
riate commencement address_" 
. - -
··························~··················· 
"What Mr. Bush will do~ith 
that is up to Mr. Bush," ~eesey 
said. "He will either use· ( the 
commencement address) as 
intended, or as an out and out 
political statement, as Mr. Dok 









. NEW HAMPSHIRE COLLE-GE 




APRIL 5TH, SUN, 7:00 ANO 9:30 PM 
SI 3.50. SI 5.50 , _ 
Tl C KETS AVAi LAB LE 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE 
STUDENT ACTiVITIES OFFICE 
POWE~ DISCS (NASHUA) 
INNER LIGHT RECORDS (Manchester) 
TED HEBERT'S MUSIC (Manchester) · 
TO CHARGE CALL TELETHON 1-800-382-8080 
'.'We recognize the demand 
that students would like to 
choose the (commencement) 
speaker, but that flys in th~ face 
of what the _tradition is (at 
UNH)," Keesey .said. He ex-
plained the r-esponsibility for 
the choice of commencement 
speaker has always been with 
the president of the University . 
Keesey said the Coµimente-
ment Committee is responsible 
only for making recommenda-
tions for commencement arran-
. gements and selectio.n of speak-
ers. He said it is a misconception 
tha~ the committee is respon-
sible for the actual selection of 
the speaker. 
Riechs said she and twenty-
five other members of the 
Stud~nt Action Committee have 
signed and sent a letter to Vice 
President Bush to express their 
dissatisfaction with him as · 
choice for commencement speak-
er. 
"They have every right to d9 
that," Keesey said in response 
to the letter. · 
Applications are now being accepted 
for the University of Pittsburgh-
sponsored Semester at Sea. 
Each fall or spring 100-day odyssey 
aboard the American-built S.S. Universe 
'literally offers you the world. 
You can earn 12-15 transferable units 
from your choice of more than 50 lower and 
uppe·r division courses, while calling ~pon 
places as c~lturatly diverse as Japan, Hong Kong, 
India, Turkey, the Soviet Union, Yugoslavia 
and Spain. 
It is a learning adventure designed to 
transform stude_nts of every color, race and 
creed into true citizens and scholars of 
the world. 
· For full information,.inchuling a catalog an~ application, 
call 1-800-854-0195.Or write Semester at Sea, . 
Institute for Shipboard Education, -~ 
University of Pittsburgh, 
2-E Forbes Quadrangle, 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
15260. 
Then prepare for the 
learning adventure of 
your life .. 
I ' 
Mond~y & Tuesday March 30 & ·3.1 .' · · ~ i 
Information Tables in the MUB - . 
10:30-2:00 
Films March 30 7:00 p.m. in 
the Sullivan Room and March 31 
2:00 p.m. in the Forum Room 
of the Library. Financial 
Assistance is available to 
qualified students.1 
-· LECTURE-- --GREEK--
(continued from page 3) (<;Pntinued. from page 7) 
' ways," said Isherwood . sociate Dean of Students Wil-
/ liam Kidder said the relation-
ship statement will be helpful 
to him as advisor to the Greek 
"The series doesn't intend to 
be comprehensive," said Isher- syStem. . , . 
wood. It will merely remind - Non-Gre~k comm~tte.e 
people how studies of other member MonICa Wells said s~e, 
languages, societies, and cultures hope~ the work of the commit-
w ill do no less . tha~ reveal tee will break down the stereo~ 
perspectives of our own. types of Gree~s py n~n-Greeks . 
Linden said, "The more we --
learn about the. Chinese, the 
Japanese-East Asia in general, 
the mo.re we understand the 
many human qualities that we-
do share." 
Sanborn said he wdlevaluate 
, the recommendations of the 
Greek System Review Commit-
tee, and dis·cuss them with 
appropriate organizations .such 
as the Greek President's Coun-
. cil, Student Senate· executive 
-board, President Haaland, and 
Associate Dean Kidder. 
A~sociate Professor of history Shigehisa Kuriyama lectured 
on the history -of Japanese literature earlie,r this week. (Craig 
Parker photo) . 
STAPLES , The Office Superstore, is acfively seeking outstanding 
individuals who have already, demonstrated significant leader-
ship ability, academic achievement, business management poten- · 




In order to prnvidethe right mix of well-trained STAPLES managers 
for our aggressive roll-out. w~ are currently seeking highly t·alented. 
. 
. mobile, profess.io.nal manager candidates.to work in our stofes in the 
Boston/Providence area (training in the Boston area) and our soon 
· to be opened New York and New Jersey stores (tratning in 
Westchester County, NY). · 
STAPLES offeh you opportunity for unlimited ca.reer growth and ad-
vancement. At STAPLES. promotion is based on merit: on your per0 
· formaffce, rather than seniority. We offer an excellent compensation-
and benefits package. · 
STAPLES will be conduct ing_ on-camJ?u~ interviews on Tuesday, 
March 31. Sign up at your Career Planning Office. If you can-
not attend, please send your resume wi.t-h cover letter to: Personnel _ 7,._ ·_ -
Manager,STAPLES, -P.O. Box 160, Newton, MA 02195. EOE M/F. , •• 0 
STAPLES 
The Off ice Superstore 
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Car Stereo Sa e. 
A. M0del 300i high performance two-way car speakers. $229 pr. 
B. Modet·PS-5 power.amp. Very gµtsy 30 watts per channel. $219 
C. Model. PQ-1 0 power amp. Operares in 4-channet. 3-channel or 
2-channel (80/SOwags).mod'es. $339. 
A Model PA-350 low-distortion four-channel amp with 35 wans per 
channel. $349 B. Model SP-200 high performanci; two-way speak-
ers. $179 pr. C. Model TD-4,00 cassette rece1ver_w1lh adv~nc~ tape 
transport system. digital turung. Dolby B&C noise reduction. $449 
A. Boston Acoustics Model 704 4-inch dual-cone speakers.· 
very efficiei:it- require very littl.~wer. $45 pr. B. Model 705-
5-inch version of Model 701. Sh tly better bass. $49 _pr. c. Model 
797 high performance 6x9-m~h t ree-way spea,kers. $149 pr. 
save OR/flpinet 
Save On Yamaha! 
A. Model YCR-10 cas~ttc receiver featuring advanced uanspon. 
Digital tuner is one of the best. $269 B. Moilel YCS-690 6x9-inch 
two-way speakers witR angled tweeters. $109 pr. C. Model YGA -618 
combination 5-band equal1zertsubwoofer crossover/l8-wich. amp. 
$149 · 
Save On Kenwood! 
A. Model KFC-6977 6x9-inch 1wo-way spcakrrs. $69 pr. B., ~\odd 
KGC-4030 combination 30-wa_tt -prr-chani:iel po~er amp/S<'~.en -_ 
band graphic equalizer. $129 C. ,Model KRC -333_ t_he_f'. -prool . ~a, 
stereo cassettr receiver with auto-reverse. ANRl tJOIS{ 1 edm tic 11 . 
Slides uut of dash for safe storage. $269 · 
Products Listed Are Just A Sampling- ·. 
Every Car Stereo Component Tweeter sells Is Now On Sale! 
NASHUA 
520 Amherst Street 880-7300 
SOUTH NASHUA 
Pheasant Lane Mail 888-7900 
NEWINGTON 
Fox Run Mall 431-97_00 
MANCHESTER 
Mall of New Hampshire 627-4600 
We're Drivi!.tg · 
Down The Price.Of 
Hi~-Performance 
-Car Stereo. . 
There is no better time to get a new car .stereo than during 
Tweeter's Annual car Stereo Sale. And this year, it's our 
biggest one ever. . : . . . 
Oh sure, other stores have sales too. But which of them offer 
you this: 
Great Selection. 
Tweeter carries what may be the best selection of top-qualify 
car stereo components in New England. Top-rated brands 
like ADS, Alpine, Boston Acoustics, Kenwood, Nakamichi . 
and Yamaha. 
Sound Advice. 
Our sales people are car stereo experts. They know which com-
ponents will fit righr in your car, and they know which ones 
work well with each other. They'll help you select the system 
that's just right for your car. 
Guaranteed Lowest Prices. 
if you find the same car component for less at a local, author-
ized dealer within 30 days of purchase, prove it and we'll refund 
the difference. 
Let Our Prefessionals Install Your system! . 
Our car ins1alla1ion deparcme111 is one of che besc in che cou111ry. \\'e can inscall a scereo. 
alarm or phone system in your car \OI' your boall so 1-hac ic looks like a lactory job. In tare. 
our 1ns1allers are ·so good. we offer a lifecime workmanship warrancy. Plus when y,1u haw 
us 1ns1all your syscem. 11·c double the lcngrh Q/rcgular 111<1111!/aaurcrs· 11-a,nmncs. :\sk us 
ab,,uc our special. hidden ... chefc -pr,,of .. i11s1alla1k>11s \Chey·re great 11. 
., 
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Sunday 
April 12, 1987 
1:00 pm 
to 5:00 pm 
Registration at 
96 Beacon Street 
( corner of Beacon 
and Arlington) 
■. Financial Aid 
Workshop 
offered at 2:00 
and 3:00 pm 
at Open House 
· Headquarters 










• Advertising and Public 
Relations 
• American Literature 
• Business and 
Organizational 
Communication 
• Communication and Media 
Management 
• Communication Disorders 
•- Communication Research 
• Communication Studies 
•. Creative Writing and 
Literature 
• ;l\t\ass Communication 
• Professional Writing arid 
Publishing 
• Performing Arts 
.EMERSON 
COI~-LEG ·E-
· 100 BEACON ST.REt:T BOSTON . Mi, 02 11 6 
r~------------------------~-, 
I I 
1. I-· I N .U R S E S I 
AND CONTINUE YOUR : 
PROFESSIONAL CAREER.. 
The "hospital of choice" in Westchester County, New York is Whjte. Plains Hospital 
Medical Center. People choose us because of our professional staff and progressive 
environment. The area's.finest RNs come to work here beca~ of our reputation as 
Westchester's most prestigious med~ facility. . . 
We're a 300 bed JCAH approved medical center with advanced technical facilities, 
specialized medical services, and a progressive atmosphere that extends beyond our 
equipment, to a staff of the most qualified professionals anywhere. Our professional , 
staff consists of 310 FTE RNs, 33 FTE LPNs with a management staff of 40 FTEs, total-
ling 383 FTEs . 













Another of our great advantages is location. Our modern teaching'center and commu- : 
nity hospital is situated in a beautiful suburban setting, THE GOLDEN APPLE, just 35 ,· l ' 
minutes from N~ York City, and a short distance from major ski resorts and the Long I 
Island Sound. · · 
If you are interested in working with people devoted to advancing excellence in health 
care, look into these opportunities: 
MEDICAL SURGICAL 
PSlCHWRIC MEDICINE 
OPEMTING ROOM · , _ 
~l CARE UNl'JS 




IV THERAPY T~M 
WE OFFER: 
• THE HIGHEST STARTING · 
SALARY IN 
WESTCHESTER COUNTY 
- $24,200 - Days, $28,230 -
Nights Pncludes night 
differential) 
• 8, 10 and 12 hour shifts 
• 26 weekends off 
• 13 holidays per year, 
time-and-a-half on major 
holidays 
• FINANCIAL RELOCATION 
ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 
• 12 sick days per year . 
(unlimited accumulation) 
• NO ROTATIQN 
• 20 day~ vacation 
• Medical and dental 
. insurance _ 
• Education-tuition assistance 
• ON SITE HOUSING, 
PARKING ON SITE . 
• Non-contributory benefits: 
pension, life insurance & 
long term disability 




Developed for new graduates in 1979, this program is approximately three months in 
length. It allows each graduate nurse to form .a one-t0-0ne alliance with an experienced 
RN. Special clinical skills are first learned in a simulated setting, and then applied in 
clinical practice. · 
OPEN.HOUSE 
Saturday, Apr il 11, 1987 
Complimentary Buffet 
Interviews with management 9:30 a.m.-1 :30 p.m. 
So visit White Plains Hospital Medical Center at the Open House or send your resume 
today or call: Linda Smith, RN or Rose Codella, RN at (914) 681-1100 for more informa-
tion. The more you learn about us, the more you'll want to start and continue your nurs-
ing career here. · 
White Plains Hospital Medical Center 
-
Dav,sAveat.EastPostRoad. White Plains. NY10601 









Lette.r,s to the _editor should be 
typed and signed and must in-
clude- an address and telephone 
number for verification .. 
Addre_ss all mail to: 




(continued from page 1) 
He is survived by his marernal 
grandmother, Mrs. Clyde (Beu-
lah) Garfield of Nashua and 
Governors Island; an uncle,John 
S. Garfield of Merrimack; a 
cousin, Ca:ryn A. Garfield ,of 
Merrimack; and his f iancee, 
Leslie Jill Greenberg of South-
field, Mich .. 
"He was able to keep his sense 
of humor all the way to the end," 
Mrs: Garfield said. 
"Glenn was an outstanding 
athlete. The only game that he 
couldt\'t conquer ·was his il-
lness," $e said. 
Pre--registrcltion workshop 
~ - . ' ~ ~ . . ' ,: 
for Transfers· and 
Fresh=_men·co-mmUters :_'._ 
admitted··· 1/87. 
Offered by th,e UN,H 
Advising Center. 
Thursday,April 2, 12:30-1:30 
Senate Room,_ MUB. 
' , . ..:., 
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of AIDS yet. 
The UNH community, unlike 
many places in the country, have 
access to free res ting · and a 
process which ensures anonym-
ity. The State of New Hamp~ 
shire pays for the test. 
. To recieve testing, a student, 
faculty member or any local 
resident needs to call MacDo-
nald and make a pre-test coun-
seling appointment. Afrer the 
session, people can decide wheth-
er they still need to be tested. 
If they do, they are assigned a 
number and given a blood test. 
At no time are they required to 
give their name: 
"Some people have come and 
gone and I only know their 
_ number," said MacDonald. 
. The AIDS is·sue has begun 
receiving conside-rable press 
attention, and federal dollars 
are spent for research, but not 
education. Hood House is work-
..ing on dispelling some of the 
myths abq~t AIDS; and explain 
why AIDS is not a strictly 
homosexual disease. , · 
The latest theory about the 
origins of · AIDS pla;~es the 
beginning of the diseas·e in 
Africa. A type of monkey, called 
the green monkey, carries the 
AIDS virus naturally. The mon-
key bit someone on the arm, 
who then contracted the disease 
to the ir sexual partner or 
partners, and thus th~ cycle . 
· began. AIDS is contractible 
thr9ugh blood and semen. · 
,,. The dise·ase has not ·. been 
AIDS 
(contimied from page 3) · 
VlrUS. 
In Africa, AIDS is primarily 
a heterosexual disease. It was 
transmi.tted to the United Statt><. 
through Haiti; known as a 
vacation spot for homosexual 
men, aher someone horn Atrica 
brought the virus to the island. 
This is the best theory to date 
explafoing why AIDS is report-
ed highest in the gay commun-
ity. AIDS educators want to 
stress that the virus is just as 
deadly and contractable among 
heterosexuals. 
By 1991, as many heterosex-
. uals will h,ave the disease as gay 
men do now. As MacDonald put 
it, "There aren't high risk 
groups, there are high risk 
behaviors." 
The surest way to avoid AIDS 
is celibacy, but using condoms 
as a form of birth control is 
highly encouraged. Before 
spring break, the Memorial 
Union Building' Bo~rd of Gov-
ernors voted to allow the Cat's 
Closet to sell condoms. 
Hood House is giving out 
packages of free condoms 24 
hours a day at clinic one. Hood 
House is also conducting ~du-
cational workshops in which 
they explain safer conducts of 
sex, such as not having oral sex 
or multiple partners. These' are 
just a few of the attempts to 
raise AIDS awareness on the 
campus. 
telling jokes and piaying music. Keesey said. 
Heatley said Dr. Peterson was A U.S. Army veteran of 
in the high-risk category, and 
people who've had blood trans-
fusions between 1978 and 1985. 
a teacher who was interested World War II, Dr. Peterson 
and concerned about every stu~ retired from the Reserve Corps 
dent's ability to understand as a colonel. · 
The Red Cross checks blood · 
thoroughly before putting it into 
the blood .banks, but as many 
as 300,000 people received 
contaminated blood during 
those years. 
course material. He graduated from Kansas 
. Sharon_ Schierberg, 20, a jun- State University with a bachelor 
10r business administration of science degree in 1948. He 
majot, aO:other student of Dr. _• received his master's degree in 
Peterson's, said he was a very soil fertility from Purdue Uni-
enthusiastic and -caring teacher. versity in 1952 and his doctor's 
· "His class has been one of the degree in soil chemis.try from 
better classes that I have had Rutgers University in 1957. 
PETERSON here," Schierberg said. He was a researcher in soil Besides teaching, Dr. Peter- classification, involving soil 
(continued from page I) . son, along with his wife, was identification through visual 
lecture each fall. . active in the Durham chapter and chemical characteristics. 
of the Ameriqi.n Red Cross, · Funeral arrangements were . Wearing the cape and a suit, · h Dr: Peterson walked orito the servmg as c airman for many incomplete. . 
lecture hall stage through a years. He was very involved in 
cloud of smoke he generated . the blo0d bank and emergency 
. b k. d programs .. 
usrng a rng pow er and an - Chapman described Dr. Pe-
electrical current. terson as a very friendly and 
'Pearson said every student open man but also serious . 
stood up and cheered this gr.and "He had ·a streak 6{ humor 
entrance. h · t at many people didn't recog-
. She also said he used a tape · " Ch d 
machine as a means of moni- mze, apman sai , recalling 
Dr. Peterson's involvement in 
toring student attention spans. the Leif Ericson Celebration 
It ran for three minutes equal- held o·n the closest Sunday to 
ling the .time he devoted to each Columbus Day in Durham. 
subject. · Dr. Peterson, retired UNH 
"H~ knew the attention span professor of sociology Melville 
of students wasn't longer than Neilsen, and Chapman began 
three minutes. Once the tape . this custom Oct. 9, 1977 as a way 
ran out, he stopped and show to celebrate Ericson's campaign 
a comedy s~gment, like The through Greenland and New 
Cosby Show," Pearson said. E l d b 
. Pearson also said Dr. Peter- , ng an a . out 500 years before 
Columbus discovered America. 
son.· was known. for bringing A 6 30 h 
coffee and donuts into class for t : a.m., t ey would parade 
from the laundrymat on Main 
every student. S treet to Young's Restaurant 
She said .one thing all of Dr. for breakfast. 
Peterson's students will re- According to Chapman, the 
member is his request to nev~r event has continued its appeal 
walk on ,the grass. to many townspeople. 
Christine Heatley, 20, a junior Ke·esey said Dr. Peterson 
Write news~ 
and sports for 
Hampshire · 
· t·tansmitted thr,ough kissing, 
sharing a glass or tears as some 
rumors have said. The carriers 
of AIDS eventually die as their 
immunity system is destroyed, 
and they d~e from a_ cold qr other 
While AIDS has been a rel-
atively low-key is.sue here at 
UNH, students must seriously 
consider their personal history 
and decide if they are in a high 
risk category. These include gay 
men, intraveneous drug users, 
people who've had many 
partn_~rs or partn~rs who are 
political science major, and a often serv:ed as a faculty marshal 
student of Dr. Peterson last dur_ing cqmmertcement exer::-
. semester, said he was a unique cises:-:-· ·· .,, .. ,:,. "' ·, 
teacher since he made the class ''H t· . . e was very interested in 
very funny .and interesting by the University and its -students;" 
~sss~~~~ssssss~~~;sss:sss~~~~~ 
\.\, -~ ... ' ,,;_ .· ;-
Summer Jobs 
with houSing 





Apartment Complex Crew/Painters 
Apartment Complex Worker/Grounds 
Conference Assistants 
Conference, Assisi:ants/ Apt. Prep. 
Conference Man.,ger . 
College Work Study 
and Hourly · 






Paint Program Asst. Supervisor 










DUE APRIL 1 
•APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT THE OFFICES OF 
. FOREST PARK~ UNDERCRADUA TE APT. COMPLEX, 
AND PETTEE HOUSE. . 
•APPLICATIONS ALSO AT EACH AREA'S OFFICE AND 
COMMUNITY DESK. 
*YOU ARE EXPECTED TO LIVE IN A RESIDENCE HALL, 
AT NO COST TO YOU . 
. WHEN YOU LEA VE SCHOOL, 
HEAD UPSTREAM-TO STA TE STREET. 
If you'd like to get your feet wet with a position that offers solid ~dvancement potential. slari 
your career off right at State Street. We have imme_diate. full time opportunities that will get ·· 
you into the swim of things right from the start 
ACCO{)NT CONTROLLERS 
Our rapid growth creates .exciting career opportuniti·es with'in our Mutual Funds, Master 
Trust and Global Custod~ Di,·isions. As an Accoun.t Controller, you'll join the team of the 
largest Mu1ual fund Custodian in the nation: ¥ou·11 work directly with Money Managers ·and · 
be responsible for c0ntrolling and administering the portfolio's assets; liabilities and income. 
As a Portbl,o Accountant. you'll work with Jnyestment Advisors to control pension and 
end;:,wment fund portfolios for the nation's largest Master Trustee Within our'Global Custodv 
D1v1s1oh. Portfolio Accountants wo.rk w-ith domestic and international clients investing in 
global securities, communicatu;g with worldwide sub-custodian banks 'and clients. 
Join a kader 1r, the financial service~ industrv and look for,,,ard to a forma! training program, 
an excellen t cart'cr track a.nd a professional li-.·orh em·1ronmcnt 
Successful candidate, will be detail orient!'d wi:r. good communicat1on and organiz.at1onal 
skilis. ~ soi1d understandinl' of Accounting princ1pi(', anc ·;:,reter.ibh a Bachelor's degree in a 
busines, d,~c;plinr .. includinj< al least one ,ear of Accountrn~ coursework 
DIVE RIGHT -IN. 
Check with ~-our Career Placem~nt Office for further information, or mail your re§ume to 
Employment Department, State Street Bank and Trust Corupany, 1776 Heritage Dri_ve, 
North Quine), MA 02171. 
9 State Street 
' . , ~ : 
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the Federal Go\'ern-
- ment on suhjerb 
~ ranging frori1 agrirul: 
.,.. ture tl'l zoolo).,'\ is 
.... a\'ailahle at Depositor\ 
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Seattle FilmWorks has adapted 
Kodak's professional Motion 
Picture film for use in your 35mm 
camera. Now you can use the same 
film-with the same microfine 
grain and rich color saturation -
Hollywood's top studios demand. 
Its wide exposure latitude is perfect 
for everyday shots. You can capture 
special effects, too. Shoot it in 
bright or low light_: at up to 1200 
ASA. What's more, it's economical. 
A nd remember, Seattle FilrnWorks 
lets you choose prints or slides, or 
both, from the same roll. 
Try this ret~arkable film today! 
" 1986 SFW 








D RUSH Irie two 20-exposure rolls of 
Kodak MP film for my 35mm camera. 
I'd like a 2-toll starter pack including 
Eastman 5247® and 5294.~ Endosed 
is $2 for postage and handling. · 
100% Satisfaction Guaranteed 
I NAME _________ _ 
I ADDRESS ________ _ 
I I CITY __ _____,:c_ ______ I 
I STATE _ _c.,_ _ ZIP __ __:::__ I 
I I 
I Mail to : Seattle Film Works CODE I 
I 500 3rd Ave. w.· I · 
I P.O. Box 34056 1 
I Seattle, WA 98124 I 
, I K_oJ;~k, 524.7 ,mJ 1294 arc rra~.~rriar~.s.nf_Easrmafl KoJak Cn. Seartlc I 
. . , , . . a.:11;:,:; ':;h: s::r:.fr=r:.m: t~u~P~e:!C! IJ 
,Ill - --- - - -- - ~- ,.., ·- .- , .... . • •-••-- - _,.½a,• ... ,,.. -- - - -'~-..--- ,_,_. - - - •·------~.....,, ........ -- .,,.,.._ . ...,__ . ..... ,-. •- -• ,_, .. • '-' , __ _.. ,,_,,..___,.,_.,.,,.,.~- ~--,,.,.,.II" •· -< . ~• .,_ , ... C... ... •-,,,._ ..,. . .... 00<0~- _,, , ..,. - ... - .. - • - - - - __ _ _ _ _ ...,_.._ .... ,, -""..,., _. ____ .SW. •- - - - ,_ - _,._,_.,, .-· _....,,. --•••c,._,... .,,, . ..,,,, .. ,,.j 
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Universi Comics 
]uf11:pin' Jake' !3Y Bob Durling 
. CHRIS PULLO 
. ~1987 PULLO ENTERPRISES 
.Hampsha Hicks 
fMA16fJ6 OUT oAJ rJ+E WAL,L- /Al 
l)0w~TON~ tWtK.q.t-,t 
5u~(~lJ'J --
'5~er~J ~.·"' p~.. 101 . 
(a,Jcr ,;\,, ":j U H'M 
. . fr--..1."') w C"C· '') d.~r.S 
-12 
=---~ ~ · t' 
~ r 
Don't let it go to waste , 
Like it is now. · 
C,fi.VtOfl<iU{ 
TIiey J~ AJOT 
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CLASSIFIED 
Room for rent with kitchen privileges. In 
Dover, near Karivan. Park.ing space. Call 
7 42~4 709 ' anytime 
SUMMER-June 1 to Aug. 31-Space for up 
to 4 people in a roomy nouse 1 mile from 
campus. $550 (neg.) for the whole summer. 
Utilities included. Call 868-6035 
I am looking for an apartment in Portsmouth 
beginning June 1. If you are moving out 
o.r need a roommate call Carrie at 862-
1323 or 749-1464 
Main street summer sublet available 
starting June 1. Looking for one person 
to fill a space in a double . Great house, 
big front yard, washing machine. What more 
could you ask for? Call 868-1871 eves. 
W,e are looking for a 4 bedroom house to 
rent beginning Aug. 31 either in the Durham 
or Dover area. Please give us a call if you 
are leaving and riot returning next year. 
Noreen, Keith, Tony, Catherine at 862-
4426. . 
Young man of nineteen looking for an · 
apartment and a roommate(s) to share 
expenses with, .in the Somersworth/Dover 
area. Persons inquiring should not be 
substance abusers or drink 'alcoholic 
beverages. ·They should be able to provide· 
a good role model. They should be under- , 
standing of my needs to assume respon-
si bl ity and encourage me to do so,. If 
interested call my representative, Robert 
M. a 7 42°0702 between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m., 
Monday thru Friday. 
Young lady of twenty-four looking for an 
aprtment and a roommate(s) to share 
expenses with in the Dover/Durham area. 
Persons inquiring should not be sub.stance 
abusers or drink alcoholic beverages. They 
should be able to provide a good role model. 
They should be understanding of my need 
to assume responsiblity and encourage 
me to do so. If i1nterested call my repre-
sentative, Robert M. at 742-0702 between 
8 a.m. _and 5 p.m., Monday thru Friday. 
Female, age 33, needing apartment and 
roommate to help me with daily living skills. · 
Prefer location close to town in Dover or 
Rochester. c ·aII regarding Alice, 742-0702 
HELP WANTED 
If you are a bright, outgoing individual and 
are interested in pursuing a career in the 
Commercial/ Industrial Real Estate fif:ld ; 
The Kane Company will be interviewing 
candidates for a position on April ·10 at the 
Career Planning ahd Placement Office. 
To attend you must be registered with the 
office and sign up for an interview on March 
30, 31 ·and April 1. 
Office Clerical Assistant-Dept. Chemical 
· Engineering, 10-20 hrs/wk, flexible sche-
dule, high school typing required. Work 
study position only. Contact Kathy H. at 
862-3565 
THE FAR .. SIDE 
Work Study-Social work department needs 
work study person to work 10-12 hours 
a week. Hours and salary negotiable. 
Contact Jean Du.tka, Room 25, Murkland 
Hall or call 862-1799 .for more information. 
Earn $480 weekly-$60 per hundred cir-
culars mailed. Guaranteed. Work at home 
and participate in our Company project 
mailing Circulars and assembling materials. 
Send stamped self addressed envelope 
to JBK Mailcompany, PO Box 25, Castaic, 
California 91310 
Currently interviewing for summer openings 
in all areas: Bus/dish, Host/Hostess, 
Waiter/Waitress, Sandwich/Prep cook, 
Phone between 8-10 a.m. for appointment. 
Henry David's, Keene, N.H. 352-0§08 · 
Wanted Personal Care attendant for male 
quadreplegic. $5 hour with meals. Will train, 
. no experience needed. Tues, Thurs. early 
a.m. or S.aturday, Sundc1y a.m. and p.m. 
Call 742-3541. On Kari-Van route. 
Great summer jobs at popular boys summer 
camp on Lake Winnipesaukee. Write: Camp 
DeWitt, Box 2106, Wolfeboro, N.H. 03894, 
568-26?1 
Earn $480 weekly-$60 per hundred en-
velopes stuffed. Guaranteed. Hom·e worker 
needed for company project stuffing 
envelopes and assembling materials. Send 
stamped $.~If addressed envelope to JBK . 
Mailcompany, PO Box 25-87 Castaic, 
California 91310 
Are you interested in sharing your home 
or apartment, experiences and skills in 
exchange for a life-enriching relationship 
with an adult who would like a warm, 
encouraging environment in which to grow? 
Financial and education support provided. 
Interested persons should contact: K. 
Frederic; DSSC; 4 Plaza Drive; Dover, N.H. 
03820; 7 42-0702 
LPN desired: 40 hrs/wk. Become part of 
a team of people dedicated to providing 
support and promoting opportunites for 
developmentally impaired adults to ·par-
ticipate and become valuable members 
of the\r communi,ties. Responsibilites 
include: staff training and supervision of 
health monitoring of people living in a 
community setting. Send resume to: ~u-
pervisor of Therapeutic Services; De1,1ei-
opmental Services of Strafford County, 
INC.; 32 Portland Street; Rochester, N.H. 
03867 
Residential Counselors-Creative, moti-
vated. people sought, to provide direct care 
services tci individuals having develop-
mental disabilities in community residen-
ces. Ability to work as a team member 
assisting residents with activit ies of daily 
living. Flexible hours-evenings and wee-
kends. Immediate openings for awake 
overnight positions and part-time and full 
t ime weekend and evening hours. Also 
substitute positions. Interested persons 
should contact: C. LeClair, _Supervisor of 
Resid.ential Srv.; Developmental Services 
of Strafford County, Inc.; 4 Plaza Drive; 
Dover, N.H. 03820; 742-0702 
By GARY LARSON 
"You ever do this? .;. Just -sit 
in a place like this and aotwatch." 
- ~ t' • •' -' -~ ~" .-• .~ ~·,.. .;• -• ... ,.1: ,r' ., • .,. ~- ,., '4· :..,..- •,• :.. 4 • r .... . -, ; :· ~"' .•• _ , ., • ...., ...... -· • 
1,,(.,:~:),.i.\,:· ·•\,::_~,L~.J.,~./~. ~A~•:.,:"') .,t· ,\ (}\ lt""t~./\;i-1 1'J~t)/,},i_·J~·3 lLJ.~:r/--"·l _ ) /' ~:J.r': J'""#l ~f..t1'-
National college marketing company seeks 
individual or campus group to work part 
time for major compan ies on-campus. 
Make up to $600 a week. Call Cindy at 1-
800-592-2121 
Overseas Jobs, summer, yr, round. Europe, 
S. America, Australia, Asia. All fields. 900-
200Q mo. Sightseeing. Free info. Write IJC, 
· PO Box 52-NH 1, Corona del Mar, CA 
92625 
Fine residential camp for girls in Vermont 
seeking women c·ounselors/instructors, 
Mid-J1,me through Mid-August. Gymnas-
tics, tennis, sailing, riding, canoeing, 
waterfront, drama, ceramics, arts & crafts, 
fieldsports tripping instructors . Non-
smokers, good character and love of 
children. Call Lochearn Camp, 802~333--
4211 . 
35 Meal plan ticket for sale. 27 meals left, 
asking for $95 or best offer. Contact Wang 
868-9809 ' 
79 Datsun 210, 2 dr., 5 speed, reclining 
,buckets, am/fm, runsgreat $1,200 or best 
offer. 778-0125 Paul or Joe 
75 Datsun 710 wagon. Stick. New tran s, 
clutch, brakes, recent hoses, belts, tires, 
very clean inside. $1300. Call David at 431-
5111 
· 1981 Mustang-4 cyl., standard transmis-
sion, blue hatchback, well maintained, great 
condition, am/fm cassette deck, original 
owner, $1800 or best offer. 431-1-476 . 
1983 Che.v. Cavaler wagon, a/c, am/fm 
stereo, excellent condition, ·Iow mileage, 
extra wheel, $4,000. 207-384-5218 after 
6 p.m. or weekends. 
For sale-1985 Subaru GL Hatchback. 5 
speed. AM/FM stereo. 33,000 miles. 
Exceflent condition. $4800. Call 742-9194 
before 9 p.m. 
1983 Nissan Stanza. Excellent condition. 
Electric sunroof. Four .new tires, five speed. 
$4,000 or best offer. Must sell. 
Seabrook Station: Help keep nuclear power 
out of New Hampshire. A $5 to 10 donation 
will support the underground Outing Club 
and you will receive a beautiful, 3-color, 
stencille, 22"x28", evacuat ion warning 
sign. They are a part of history. 1 03 of them 
were mounted on the warning sirens around 
the 10-mile "EPZ area. Kit includes instruc-
. tions and map. Write Underground Outing 
Club, PO Box 21, Durham, N.H., 03824 
Sony Compact Disc Player for sale-20 track 
memory, 3 beam laser, st ill under warranty; 
come listen to the .sound! Call Craig, 862-
4357 after 6 p.m. 
SERVICES 
Pro Typist 95 wpm. Variable Rates. Term 
papers, reports, etc. Call Maureh at 7 42-
5920 ('Days) or 335-1987 ( evenings.) 
Guitar Instruction-Study with a G.IT grad. 
Technique, improvisational concepts, 
harmony & theory, Ear train ing. All levies. 
Call NOW 659-7 442 
Trucking-College s~nior with a trucl< can 
do. Moving & hauling, and rubbish removal. 
5 yrs. experience/ref. available. Call Mal 
M. 868-619G or 868-6144 
Carpentry, painting, home improvement. 
Top quality work at a low price. Free 
estimates. Call Charlie 433-2214 evenings. 
Need that paper typed? Efficient on-
campus service. $1 .50/page. Also resume 
consul_tation and electronic typsetting. Call_ 
.day or evening: 868-3155 or leave a 
message at: 862-4034. 
MAX CREEK! coming April 10th to UNH, 
brought to you by MUSO. Tickets .on sa le 
next week. It's for real this time. 
Shake the faith April 3rd in the MUB PUB. 
MAX CREEK! coming April 10th to UNH., 
brought to you by MUSO. Tickets on sale 
next week. It's for real this time. 
TONIGHTIII "PEE WEE HERMAN'S BIG 
ADVENTURE" MUSO brings you the story 
of a rebel and his bike. TONIGHT in the 
Strafford room . Showings at 1 0pm & 12 
midnight. 
WILDCAT CHEERLEADING TRYOUTS 
MEETING: Monday March 30 at 6:00 p.m. 
in the Granite State Room of the MUB -
everyone is welcome. See you therel 
Shake the faith April 3rd in the MUB PUB. 
GRAHAM CHAPMAN of MONTY PYTHON, 
is coming to UNH April 30thll! Tickets on 
sale soon. Nudge Nudge, know what I 
meanl 
MAX CREEKI coming April 10th to UNH, 
brought to you by MUSO. Tickets on sale 
next week. i,t's .for real this time. 
3 Reggae bands LIVEII LIVE!I LIVE!I in the 
MUB PUB tomorrow (SATURDAY) night. 
Doors open at 7:30. $5 for students. Brought 
to you by MUSO. 
Shake the faith April 3rd in the MUB PUB. 
3 Reggae bands LIVE!! LIVE!I LIVE!! 'in the 
MUB PUB tomorrow (SATURDAY) night. 
Doors open at 7:30. $5 for students. Brought 
to you by MUSO. 
TONIGHT!!! "PEE WEE HERMAN'S BIG 
ADVENTURE" MUSO brings you the story 
of a rebel and his bike. TONIGHT in the 
Strafford room. Showings at 1 0pm & 12 
midnight. 
Shake the faith April 3rd in the MUB PUB. 
GRAHAM CHAPMAN of MONTY PYTHON; 
is coming to UNH April 30th!!! Tickets on 
sale soon. Nudge Nudge, know what I 
mean! 
3 Reggae bands LIVE!! LIVE!! LIVEI! in the 
MUB PU~ tomorrow (SATURDAY) night. 
Doors open at 7:30. $5 for students. Brought 
to you by MUSO. . 
Shake the faith April 3rd in the MUB PUB. 
Transfers and freshmen commuters ad-
mitted 1 /87 come to a prE!-registration 
Dorm Stud~nts: Exciting young company 
looking for energetic dorm students tq earn 
extra cash. Job pays immediately upon 
completion. Fringe benefits and perks very 
common. Call now (617) 938-88~9 or (617) 
935-1414. 
WILDCAT CHEERLEADING TRYOUTS 
MEETING: Monday March 30 at 5,00 p.m. 
in the Granite State Room of the MUB -
· everyone is welcome. See you there! ' 
GRAHAM CHAPMAN of MONTY PYTHON: 
is coming to UNH April 30thll! Tickets on 
. sale soon. Nudge Nudge, know what I 
rne;rn! 
TONIGHTl!I "PEE WEE HERMAN'S BIG 
ADVENTURE" .MUSO brings you the story 
. of a rebel and his bike. TONIGHT in the 
Strafford room. Showings at 1 0pm & 12 
midnight. 
"One of the attributes of a truly liberally 
educated person is a concern for other 
people. Presumably, a liberal education 
would enable a person to empathize with 
another, to have compassion and respect 
for the rights of other persons." Why then 
aren't more people exercising th is type 
of "educat.ion?" If you need an example, 
of its absence, think about acquaintance 
rape. 
GREG wanna dance? The start of some-
thing big! Get ready for Spring running and 
aerobicizing!! Th.e beach is calling our 
name ... Easter week-end?' This week-end 
- what are you doing Sunday? Happy 21st 
Birthday, we'll make it the best.I I n"0 0 ~++" 
3 Reggae bands LIVE!I . LIVE!! LIVE!! ' in the 
MUB P~B tomorrow (SATURDAY) night. 
Doors open at 7:30. $5 for students. Brought 
to you by MUSO. 
workshop, Thursday, April 2 - Senate Room Shake the faith April 3rd in the MUB PUB. 
_MUB 12:30-1 :30 p.m. Sponsored by the TONIGHT!!! "PEE WEE HERMAN'S BIG 
IJNH Advising Center. ADVENTURE" MUSO brings you the story 
WILDCAT CHEERLEADING TRYOUTS of a rebel and his pike. TONIGHT .in the 
MEETING: Monday Ma~ch 30 at 6:00 p.m . .. St.rafford ro9.m. Showings at J 0pm ~. 12 
in the Granite State Room of the MUB - -, midnight. 
everyone is welcome. See you there! 
3 Reggae bands LIVE!! LIVEII LIVE!! in the 
MUB PUB tomorrow (SATURDAY) night. 
Doors open at 7:30. $5 for students. Brought 
to you by MUSO. 
Shake the faith April 3rd in the MUB PUB. 
Two person apartment available as 
summer sublet on Main Street, Durham. 
Call Donna at 868-2081 . 
Main Street summPr sublet available for 
one person to share house with two girls. 
Big front yard, washing machine, what more 
cou ld you ask for? Call 868-1871 eves. 
Shake the faith April 3rd in the M,UB PUB. 
Summer sublet in Dover. Ne~ly renovated 
apartment. Rent is .very reasonable. 3 
bedrnoms. Dishwasher, wall-to-wall carpet, 
, laundry facilities: near Kari-V9n. 
GRAHAM CHAPMAN of MONTY PYTHON, 
is coming to UNH April 30th!!! Tickets on 
sale soon. N·udge Nudge, know what I 
mean! 
TONIGHT!II "PEE WEE HER.MAN'S BIG 
ADVENTURE" MUSO brings you the story 
of a rebel and his bike. TONIGHT in the 
Strafford room. Showings at 1 0pm & 12 
midnight. 
PATRICK-Thanks for the 4 a.m. visit! Make 
it a little earlier next time .. Just wait until 
I come to you with all my problems. Hope 
everything works out. -MARLA 
FRANK ... thanks ... LISA 
--=----~---~ --- --
GRAHAM CHAPMAN of MONTY P't THON, 
is coming to UNH April 30th!II Tickets on 
sale soon. Nudge Nudge, know what I 
meanI 
Shake the faith Aprf! 3rd in the MUB PUB. 
Summer staff positions open at family resort 
in NH. Various .jobs available. Full board 
and room. Loch Lyme Lodge, Lyme, NH 
Shake the faith April .3rd in the MUB PUB. 
TONIGHTIII "PEE WEE HERMAN'S BIG 
ADVENTURE" MUSO brings you the story 
of a rebel and his bike. TONIGHT in the 
Strafford room. Showings at 1 0pm & 12 
midnight' 
Sandy D. You' are· looking so HOTII Your 
bea1Jtiful blonde. hair drives me insane. 
Bumping into you brings baG:k intimate 
memories. Can't wait to see you again! 
Guess Who 
Shake the faith April 3rd in the MUB PUB. 
GRAHAM CHAPMAN of MONTY PYTHON, 
is coming· to UNH April 30th!! I Tickets o n 
sale soon . Nudge Nudge, know what I 
mean! 
F-4: We be jammin' this weekend? -Lisa 
Robert H.- How 'bout a date? Soon?' -m. 
PK: It is now 12:38 p.m. an(:J I still have 
Jo lay out four more stories, lay 01,.11 on-the-
spot, and news briefs, aod write jump slugs, 
too!!!! You can. bet l.' II be giving you a call 
later on today to tell you when I finally put 
my head on my pillow. Remember ... you 
owe me a drink for this one ... l hope you're 
AREA 1111 AIRBAND SHOW: Auditions April · feeling better! I miss your smiling face. Love 
6. See your RA for details!!! COME JAM!!! you, Lisa. , 
******************w••************• * . . * 
• . * * ~ . * 
: Happy ~irthday Drew!: . 
* * 
: -•'·''·"'''"'·,•••··· Keep up the Fine : 
* * * Study Habits. . * 
1~ .. " i t J The Messes of 0-5 t 
* . . * 
~***********'** **·****************** 
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Two opinions" in the Clemens-Sox crisis 
By Rick Kampersal 
They say that things from 
Texas are usually big. And it's 
true. Roger Clemens is big. A 
big crybaby. 
Twenty days ago, Baby Rog 
stomped out .of the team's 
Winter Haven, Florida training 
camp site over, what else?, a 
·salary dispute. First of all, as 
a three-year player, Clemens 
knew he could not beat the club 
in arbitrati'on, because he was 
not yet eligible for it. , 
He is, however, entitled to 
renegotiate which is what the 
two sides are in -the process of 
doing now. What people some-
times tend to forget is that 
Clemens is still under contract 
to the team. What would 
happen if you or I walked out 
of our jobs? The ax would fall, 
right? 
Well, Roger apparently 
doesn't know what "breech of 
contract" means. What does he 
do when Red Sox G.M. Lou 
Gorman decides to fine him 
$ 1000 for each day absent? Him 
and his agents, Randy and Alan 
Hendricks, fire back with an 
ultimatum. "We will up our 
salary demand $1500 each day. 
Tell him that," replies Randy 
Hendricks. What a baby. 
It is agreed by all ( except 
Gorman) that the club's initial 
offer of $400,000 plus incentives 
was ridiculous. Especially since 
Roger wants close to a million 
dollars. Fans shuddered to think 
that the two sides were that far 
apart. · 
A few days weht by and 
Gorman rescinded a little. He 
offered his star a $500,000 base . 
contract with chances to make 
up to $950;000 in incentives. 
Roger laughed at that too. 
"What?," he said. "I have to 
repeat my one-year success just 
to make a million dollars a year? 
That's not fair." Poor Roger. 
Lou Gorman is _doing what 
any knowledgeable businessman _ 
would do. He has a vested 
interest in his team and he 
doesn't want to dish out a 
million to a pitcher who has had 
only one remarkable year. Cle-
mens' first year was spent on 
the cow pastures in the minor . 
leagues where he didn't do 
anything worth writing home 
about. His second year was spent 
at Fenway, but in-between once-
a-month starts, he was lying on 
the physician's table. 
It really is hard to believe that 
baseball players ·make millions 
of dollars to play a game. Sure, 
you hear them bitch about the 
long seasons and the injuries; 
but the bottom line is that 
baseball is fun. 
This argument usually con-
tains the name Tim Lollar. 
Lollar, a pitcher who would have 
his hands f?ll making any other 
team's batting practice staff, is 
making $700,000 a year to spike 
. beachballs from the bleachers. 
However, this isn't really a fair 
point. The guy stinks, but we 
must remember that the Red 
Sox are not paying the man fully. 
The San Diego Padres, realizing 
how bad he was, agreed to pay 
some of the salary too. Ray Kroc 
must be rolling over in his grave. 
Roger held a press conference · 
on Wednesday. The only thing 
he accomplished was he let more 
people know how much of a 
baby he is. "They' re treating me 
unfairly," he sobbed. Roger has 
a wife and a kid. At the least 
$500,000 a year, that would 
mean an average of $166,666 
for each family membeL The 
poor Clemenses. · 
Clemens can use no examples 
to support his fight with the 
Sox. The Cleveland Indians' Joe 
. Carter, last season's RBI leader, 
and Milwaukee's Teddy Higu-
era, a tantalizing, left-handed 
pitcher, ·are both in the same 
situation as Roger. Each has 
been in the league for three 
years. Carter · signed for 
$225,000 and Higuera also took 
only a slight raise. 
As far as collusion goes, forget 
about it. It doesn't exist. At least 
not i'n Lou Gorman's vocabulary. 
If Roger can come back and have 
even a good year, Gorman will 
pay him what he wants. 
It is ironic that both of the 
Red Sox' celebrated holdouts, 
Baby Rog and Rich Gedman, 
both performed below their 
standards when it counted the 
most. Roger won most of h{s 
games just after the snow melt-
ed from Fenwais landscape. 
Wheh it was crunch time, in the 
World Series, Roger diqn't win 
one game. In fact, he didn't even 
finish one: Gedman, who hit a 
less-than-lofty .260, allowed a 
passed ball which he refused to 
admit. Instead, Bob ·Stanley 
covered for Gedman and said 
it wa-s a wild pitch. 
If worse comes to worse· for 
Roger, which I hope it doesn't, 
I wish the toddler well in his 
''off-season;, ventures. 
·REVIEW 
By Paul Sweeney 
Any sensible person who likes 
to argue about the Roger Cle-
mens contract ordeal isn't con-
cerned with whether or not the · 
pitcher is worth the $950,000 
he is seeking from the Red Sox. 
That's not the issue. Of more 
concern is why the Sox aren't 
honoring this request. Jeepers 
guys, you've got to give him the 
money. 
The reason the team accomp-
lished as much as it did last 
season was because of pitching. 
And the biggest reason the 
pitching accomplished as much 
as it did was because Roger 
Clemens was on the mound 
every fourth start. 
It's needless to mention Cle-
mens' stats last season because 
everyone knows that · they were 
of the herculean nature. Roger 
Clemens was the reason the Red 
Sox won the American League 
pennant and entered the World 
Series, nobody else. . 
Sure, Boggs. hit .35 7 and 
Baylor kept things cl,ose in the 
clubhouse, but Rocket Roger 
held the opposition to under a 
.200 average, making sure that 
things weren't too close. Cle-
mens has made pitching a part 
of the Boston Red Sox. 
The Sox should pay him the 
money simply as a reward for 
all that he did for th,e team last 
year. Lou Gorman, more than 
just a little champagne passed 
through your lips in September. 
Admit it, you were having fun. 
You also have to admit that 
Clemens was the reason you had 
such a great time. SO GIVE HIM 
THE MONEY! 
Clemens deserves to be re-
warded for the 1986, not pun-
ished. The Red Sox are making 
an example out of him, laying · 
down the law when it comes to 
expensive salaries for young 
players. Is this any way to treat 
the. guy who just gave you the 
best year of your life? The 
$500,000 base salary the Sox are 
offering is embarassing when 
you consider the profit he made 
the team last season. If you're 
going to squeeze someone, 
squeeze the next guy who has 
a great season, doing it to Roger 
at this point in time is senseless. 
. Can you remember what the 
Red Sox were like when they 
had . no pitching? Probably not, 
because you weren't watching 
-------------- (continued from page 28)--------------
season·, Kathy Sanborn was 
hired as the new coach and the 
results were rewarding. UNH 
was 14-12 for the 1986-87 
sea~on and made the playoffs, 
losrng to Northeastern in the 
first round. The team played 
well in all but a few games and 
Sanborn deserves credit for 
turning the team around in a 
year. The fut,u.re should be 
interesting. 
TOP MALE ROOKIE OF 
THE WINTER: David Aiken 
· of the men's hockey team was 
fourth in scoring on the team, 
second in goals with 19. His 
aggressive play let you always 
know when he was on the ice. 
He· looks to be -a force in the 
future. -
TOP FEMALE ROOKIE 
OF THE WINTER : What can 
. you say? It was the season of the 
women's hockey team on the 
UNH campus. Freshman An-
dria Hunter was the leading 
scorer with 15 goals and 19 
assists. Hunter exhibited the 
many dazzling things she could 
do on the ice this season, and 
knowing that she's going to be 
around for three more years has 
got to be a good feeling to those . 
involved in UNH women's 
hockey. . 
BIGGEST DISAPPOINT-
MENT OF THE WINTER : 
The men's hockey team suffered 
through their worst season in 
a while and it was no fun for 
players, coaches and supporters 
alike. What looms the most 
pain~ul in the past season's 
memory was the "Lost Wee-
. kend" at Maine, where the 'Cats 
were destroyed by · th~ Black 
'Bears, 10-1 and .8-2 in back to 
back_games. 
SECOND BIGGEST DIS-
APPOINTMENT OF THE 
WINTER : Skier Matt Found 
was nearing the end of his run 
in a slalom race at the NCAA's 
in Alaska. He was cruising and 
it loo_ked like his time would 
earn him All-American status. 
Found then tried to turn too 
quickly and fell, ruining the run 
and any hope of being All-
American. 
TOUGHEST INJURIES 
TO SWALLOW : There were 
some key injuries to a couple 
of the UNH teams chis past 
season. Hockey player Steve 
Horner tore ligaments in his 
· knee on February 21 . He was 
in the middle of a fine season 
in which he was leading the 
Wildcats with 19 goals. · 
them due to total frus-tration. 
In the days of Joel Finch, Skip 
Lockwood and Mike Paxton, the 
Sox used to hope they could 
score eight runs a game, just so 
they wouldn't lose by a disgrace-
ful margin. Last season was the 
first time Boston has enjoyed 
pitching since 'el Tiante' graced 
the mound for the team more 
than just a little while ago. 
So just li-ke that, the Sox are 
willing to let Clemens sit the 
season out. Clemens knows the 
team needs him so why should 
he be the one to give in? The 
Boston management doesn't 
understand the consequences 
of losing a man like Clemens. 
Maybe they do understand, but 
they. simply don't have the 
money to pay him. Maybe Gor-
man is to busy buying and eating 
Fenway Franks and Haywood 
has his bribery of Manager John 
McNamara to hold up. There's 
no .other way Marc Sullivan 
could possibly still have a chance 
with the Red Sox. And you 
wonder why they didn't sign 
Rich Gedman. · · 
Ic' s good to see the team has 
found an apt replacement for 
Clemens during his absense. 
Taking the Texan' s place in the 
rotation is none other than 
good, old Mr. tons-o-runs, Bob 
Stanley. The name .alone makes 
me laugh. Granted, Stanley still 
· draws them into Fenway. One 
of the Fenway faithful's newest 
and oncoming favorite activities 
is buying the expensive seats. 
so you can be close enough to 
Stanley to yell at him and throw 
stuff at him as he walks off the 
mound after surrendering a 
gopher-ball. If Stanley isn't a 
clown in the circus when he 
retires, than he's missing his 
calling. · 
They pay Stanley $1 million, 
yet Clemens isn't worth $50,000 
less. Why doesn't Stanley give 
some of his money back? That 
way, the Red Sox will have no 
problem satisfying Clemens' 
-desired salary. Shoot, there 
would even be enough money 
left over to buy Bill Buckner a 
· rocking chair to use while 
playing first base . .Lord knows 
it wouldn't limit his range. 
Clemens put to rest any 
thought that he's injury prone 
with a work-horse season _last 
year. His injuries in the past 
have been more the result of the 
management pampering him, 
not_ wanting to risk his gteat 
potential. 
So now that the potential so 
long awaited has arrived, the 
Sox are ready to let it go after 
just a preview. You have to pay 
Clemens because he means the 
world to the success of the Red 
Sox in 1987. There may be 
validity in the stateme~t that 
a man with only one solid year 
under his belt isn't worth a 
million.,,__/The Red Sox aren't in 
the situation to make that 
judgement though. Of their 
other two proven capable 
pitchers, one is injury prone and 
the other is a psychologic,11 study 
case. They· need Clemens on the 
mound. 
The Red Sox think their offer ·· 
of a half-million is fair. Gor-
man's big thing is _ that with 
incentives, the Sox' offer is the 
same as what Clemens is asking. 
All Clemens has to do to earn 
the incentives is everything he 
did last year, plus winning the 
MVP of the World Series and 
instead of riding a Boston police 
horse the day the Sox clinch the 
East, he has to bareback a bronco · 
from homeplate to the warning 
track in Centerfield for an extra 
$25,000. It's as simple as that . 
I don't understand why Roger 
hasn't accepted this clause. 
The whole idea in baseball 
is to win. People who work for 
baseball teams want to win. 'It 
makes them money. To make 
money in the game though, you 
have to spend some. Lou, Hay-
wood,_ there may be no other 
reason in the world to pay Roger 
Clemens $950,000, but think of 
last year and then think of the 
11 World Serie-less years pre-
vious to that when pitching was 
no part of,the Red Sox. You've 
got to pay him because the Red 
Sox need his talents as a ball-
player. He also deserves it as 
a thank you for last season. If 
you're going to pay these men 
to play a game, you might as well 
pay the more valuable ones what 
they ask. 
As fans -, we cared for and 
enjoyed the Red Sox last year, 
something we hadn't done in 
a long time. Is this season to be 
one of those miserable go-get-
drunk-at-Fenwa y-w ho-cares-
how-the Sox-do summers of the 
past? Without Roger Clemens 
on the mound, I'm afraid it is. 
______ -TRACK ____ _ 
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Krueger has found different. ' 
"It's supposed to be better 
outdoor, but in New England 
that's not the _case," said Krueg-
er. · 
Looking to . the season a_head, 
Krueger has basic hopes , 'T d 
like runners to g-et personal 
records and have a couple New 
England qualifiers," said Krueg-
er. "We want to bring the 
runners along and et them 
racing experience with a better 
idea of training. That experience 
is vital." · ·_ · 
With the runners building, 
the throwers already m.atured 
and only three seniors on this 
year's team, next year may be 
the y~ar the· UNH women's 
track team ·will not ha-ve to work 
on a weakness, instead working 
on greatness. · 
..... ----
The men's UNH baseball team is 7-4. (Craig Parker photo) 
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Sports 
Weights and fields head Men's track 
. By . Paul Sweeney 
Now that ,his team has re-
grouped on campus after break 
and the weather is getting a little 
better, track co~ach Jim B,ou- · 
langer can get going with the 
spring outdoor season. 
. Things don't look to be much 
different from the winter sea-
son, exc,ept for . the fact that 
outdoor track adds a few events 
that aren't held indoors. ''We 
have no deep, da'rk secrets," said 
Boulanger "Most of our scoring 
will come from the field and 
weight events." . 
New events that are added 
are the javeli_n, the hammer 
throw and the discus for field 
events. Running events like the 
400-meters and the 5000 meter 
or the 3000 meter steeple chase 
are also added. The running 
races are longer in distance 
compared to the indoor season. 
It was the weightmen who 
grabbed the most glory over the 
winter and another fine season 
is expected · for the spring. 
Winter All-American Ed 
McCabe should continue his 
success right through into t.he 
spring season. Sophomore Dav-
id Weisser will be there w l<;nd 
McCabe a hand in the shot put. 
The Wildcats have Tom Lick-
man returning to throw the 
javelin. He was second in New 
England throwing the spear last , 
year. Boulanger believes that 
he will continue to throw well 
as the season approaches. 
The decathalon is another 
, event that the spring season . 
features and UNH's, man is 
Mike Wellington. Last spring, 
he was third in New England 
in the event that demands the 
· most versatile track athlete. 
The Wild~ats have some' 
depth in the long and triple 
jumps. Scott Kent, Ed Dam-
phousse and Garret Velasquez 
will all compete in those events 
for Boulanger. 
There are a few runners 
worth watching this spring. 
Darrel Covell, Brian Rhodes and 
Ryan Lanvoy wer,e all com-
mended by Boulanger for their 
past performances and the 
spring looks to continue the • 
trend. Mark Moriello will spe~ 
cialize in the 400 and 800 meter 
Women tracksters · 
open spring at URI 
By Paul Sweeney 
races. 
Two football players front the 
talent in the sprints for the 
tracksters . .Alvin Ross .and 
Norm Ford will specialize in 
the 100 and 200 meter~. Ftdlow 
football player Todd Urbanik 
has talent in the hurdles, as does 
Wellington. George O'Connor 
also re-turns for the 400-meter 
hurdles . . 
Key distance specialists are said Boulanger. "Times should 
Jim McKenzie and Randy Hall be faster on the outdoor Hack, 
who will compete in the 5000- , · there are less corners:'' . 
meter, 10,000-meter or steeple ''I'll leave it to the first few 
·chase race, which ever the meet .meets to say who is ·going to do 
calls for. · what this spring," said Bou-
Boulanger said the outdoor !anger. "It's a short season and 
competition takes different it comes .quickly. That's the 
affects on his team. "It's easier tough part." The first meet of 
for the runners, but it's kind of · the season is next Saturday at 
a h_indrance to the throwers.,''. Dartmouth with UMass. 
' ' ' 
The UNH women's lacrosse team own a 2-0 re~ord thus far trough the 1987 season. Practicing 
here, the team travels ,to Bosto.n .University for their next ~9ntest on Monclay afternoon. (Craig 
Parker photo) ' 
Looking hack on the ·Win.ter 
Coaching cross-country last 
fall, Nancy Krueger had a team 
whose top, experienced runners 
were either ill or injur:ed. Kru~g-
er had to go with a young group 
for that season and pretty much 
the same situation was present-
ed to her for the winter season. 
As the spring outdoor season 
approaches,_ that lack of expe-
rience among runners , once 
again exists on the UNH wom-
en's track team. · 
Sprinter Terry Dexter, and 
runners Betsy Ewart and Ma,ry 
Bombaraier also possess talent. 
"Terry should qualify for the 
New England's e,asily in the 100 
and .200 meter and Betsy has 
come a long way," said Krueger. 
Borhbaraier is only a freshman, 
but has looked brilliant on 
occasion according to Krueger. 
In all, eleven of Krue_ger's 
runners are freshmen. 
·. By Paul Sweeney, scored his 1000th career point 
over the 'past season and 
wrestler Paul Schwern, who 
broke both the career and s~ngle 
season victo~ records. 
women's hockey. The UNH 
wres-tling team also enjoyed a 
fine season, finishing 14-6 while 
winning a Northern New Eng-
land Championsµip and finish-
ing· third at the New Englands 
meet. ' 
It's not like Kt:ueger is in a 
panic state though. She. feels 
she's got some strength in 
youth. "It's a very good yo\lll.g 
group, they just don't have the 
experience," said Krueger. 
"Some of the kids are brand new 
to competition and we need time 
to get them into good race 
shape. They've got ability." 
The only problem is that they 
may not have the time. The 
season opens April 4 at the URI 
Invitational. "This is really a 
building season for cross-
country and the indoor season," 
said Krueger of the spring. 
"They've got to learn how to 
train.·· 
Middle-distance runner Tam-
my Toselli is a freshman Krueg-
er thinks highly of. "She did very 
well in cross-country, but .she 
hurt her back during the indoor 
season and has been out of 
training for- six weeks," said 
Krueger. 'Tm looking for her 
to set personal records in the 
1500-meters and qualify for the 
New Englands." ·. · 
Juniors Steph Edelman and 
Tara Teevens are the veterans 
of the running group. "Steph 
is in good shape and she has 
experience;" said Krueger. "Ta-
ra's constantly been plagued by 
leg problems, but she's had 
continued success when she's 
healthy." She's a part of the 2- · 
mile relay team. 
\ 
The group of throwers on the 
team went through that training 
period last year and, according 
to Krueger, are ready to compete 
. seriously this spring. '.'The 
throwing group has really ma-
tured,." .said Krueger. Throwing 
events l~ke the 4K hammer, 
javelin, and discus are added in 
the spring. · 
Jen Shepley and Karen Wen-
mark comp~ted in the ECAC's 
last spring and they will be of 
value this year. "That was a good 
experience for them," said 
Krueger, "This year, they're 
mnrP <:trnnQ _anrl )p~ .rnPrl " 
Sandy Richter will throw the 
javelin, an event she was New 
England champ and second in 
the East for 1985. ·She is another 
reason Krueger is "looking for 
· the most" from her throwers. 
'Tm looking for top finishes, 
New England champio'nships, 
and All-New England status 
from among the group of throw-
ers." said Krueger. 
Krueger finds the outdoor 
season to be quite differem from 
- the indoor season she just went 
through. "The season is very 
short, only four to six weeks and 
the weather _is a hindrance to 
. practicing," said Krueger. "The · 
runners have to adapt to the 
outdoor weather and the track 
being spacially very different." 
It seems as if running outdoor 
would produce better times, but 
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Looking back on the winter 
athletic season a_t UNH, peaks 
and valleys dominated the scen-
ery. Several sports sent athletes 
to NCAA competitions and a 
co1.,1ple of teams had their finest 
.seas.ons in recent memory. On 
the flip side, some teams suf-
fered through tqe long, cold 
winter. 
It is always difficult to pick 
out the individuals, teams, and 
events that deserve the rnost 
credit for a sports season that 
has passed. No matter who or 
what is chosen, there will always 
be ·a someone who'll disagree 
with you. It can't hurt to try, 
though, so here _goes: · 
TOP MALE ATHLETE: 
Before Ed McCabe's accomplish-
ments, track was a sport which 
.didn't ·get much recognition 
here. McCabe's tremendous skill 
in two events, the shot put and 
the 35-lb. weight, earns him this 
column's top male honor. H,:e 
finished firsr-in the majority 
of the Wildcats' meets in the 
weight events, and also was a 
big winner at the New Eng-
lands. However, his crowning 
moment of glory came when he 
finished sixth at the NCAA 
Championships, earning him 
the ultimate label of All-
American. His 62-foot, 7-inch 
,toss of the 35-pound weight at. 
the NCAA's was a per.sonal 
record. When he graduates, not 
only will he leave behind a slew 
of records, but he'll be remem-
bered for his class and deter-
mination. 
HONORABLE MENTION: 
Hoopster Gr'eg Steele, who 
TOP FEMALE ATH- · 
LETE: This was a little tougher. 
It boils down to basketball 
center Kris Kinney or hockey 
goalie Cathy N arsiff. It would 
be just ·as easy to pick a name 
out of a hat, but the · honor has 
to go to N ars.iff. N arsiff was her 
team's life-support system this 
season, allowing fewer than two 
goals a game and recording a 
15-1-3 record. She was especially 
clutch in a 3-2 overtime victory 
· agaiffSt Northeastern in the last 
game of the regular seaso·n and 
in the ECAC playoffs. This 
season was the last of four 
sensati0nal ones at UNH for 
N arsiff and her leadership and 
motivating abilities will be 
missed by those who played with 
her. Kinney, the sophomore star 
of the women's hoop team has 
plenty of time to contend for 
this s_Fot. . 
· TOP WINTER TEAM : 
Women's hockey at ·UNH has 
always been a success story and 
the 1986-87 winter seas9n may 
have been the team's greatest 
season ever. After losing their 
first game, the Wildcats either 
won or tied the final 21, finish-
ing the season at 18-1-3. Along 
the way, the team captured the· 
University Cup; symbolizing 
North American supremacy in 
women's college hockey, and an 
ECAC championship. They out-
scored opponents 106 to 26 in 
the 22 games and were simply 
at the top of ·their class in 
BIGGEST VICTORIES 
. OF THE WINTER : Though 
it was a miserable season overall 
for the UNH men's hoop team,· 
they did have -their moment in 
the sun when· they beat the Big 
East's Boston College Eagles 51-
49 early in the season. Though 
the Eagles didn't amount to 
much this year, it was still a big 
victory for the 'Cats considering 
UNH is one of those teams BC 
schedules to- play so that they 
can beef up their record before 
divisional play begins. The 
women's hockey 3-2 win in the 
ECAC finals over Northeastern 
stands as the biggest victory of 
the winter for a women's team. 
Not only-. did it successfully 
defend the Lady 'Cats title, but 
in beating Northeastei::n, the 
Wildcats conquered their arch-
rivals who were searching for 
their first-ever ECAC title. 
Individually, McCabe, Schwern, 
wrestler Mike Caracci, and 
swimmer Pam Birsinger won 
single events a_t the New Eng-
land championships of their 
respective sports. Caracci also 
became the first Wi,ldcat ever 
to win a match at the NCAA 
tournament. 
TOP WINTER COACH : 
A year ago, the women's bas-
ketball team finished a less than 
impressive 9-19. <;)ver the _off-
REVIEW, page 27 
